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This dissertation consists of two main parts.  First, in Chapters 1-4 I develop a framework for 

analysis of research on credibility (competence and trustworthiness) in audit settings and review 

literature by types of examined effects (determinants of credibility vs. consequences of 

credibility) and by examined credibility components (competence, trustworthiness, or both).  In 

the conclusion of the literature review I suggest areas for future research.  Second, in Chapters 5-

10 I follow-up the literature review by examining one of the topics suggested in it.  Specifically, 

I examine auditor assessments of client manager competence following a failure of internal 

controls, focusing on two key components of competence implied by COSO’s 2013 Integrated 

Framework: an understanding of what to do to improve controls and a willingness to do it. 

Drawing on the Culpable Control Model (Alicke 2000), I predict that lack of a client manager’s 

attempt to improve internal controls affects auditor ability to assess these competence 

dimensions.  As a consequence, I predict that, given a relatively high prior perception of manager 

competence, the auditor gives the manager the benefit of the doubt, but prior communication 

about the control weakness mitigates this pattern.  In my main experiment, 108 Big-Four audit 

seniors participate in a 2x2 between-participants design that varies whether the auditor 

previously communicated the potential for a control failure to the client manager and whether the 

client manager instituted the compensating control.  My results support my predictions and 

suggest that, absent enhanced auditor communication before control failure, auditors may give 

 
 



managers the benefit of the doubt when managers to not attempt to improve controls, thereby 

discouraging managers from doing so.  A follow-up experiment with 163 mTurk participants in a 

more general evaluation setting further supports my predictions by indicating that evaluations in 

the “no previous auditor communication, no client manager action” condition vary with the 

evaluator’s prior belief about the competence of the evaluatee.
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FOREWORD 
 

 Auditor assessment of manager competence and trustworthiness is a key element of an 

audit.  The accounting literature views these two components in combination as manager 

credibility.  The accounting literature examining the consequences of auditor assessment of 

manager credibility finds significant effects of this assessment on auditor judgment.  Yet, the 

literature examining determinants of manager credibility is virtually non-existent, creating an 

important gap in accounting research. 

 In this work I present two combined studies on the subject.  In the first study I report my 

analysis of the accounting literature over the past three decades, examining determinants and 

consequences of auditor assessments of others’ credibility (chapters 1 through 4).  I also develop 

a framework for analysis of research on credibility in audit settings and suggest areas for future 

research.  In the second study I discuss an experiment whose summarized results I reported as 

part of the literature review.  The experiment examines two determinants of auditor assessment 

of manager competence: auditor communication about a potential control failure and manager 

action to prevent it (chapters 5 through 10).  I also report the results of a supplementary 

experiment designed to support in a more general setting the theory tested in my main 

experiment and to highlight the role of the auditor’s prior about manager competence in auditor’s 

subsequent assessments of manager competence. 

 

xii 



 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Auditor evaluation of credibility of others is fundamental to auditing.  Auditing guidance 

specifically requires auditors to assess competence of personnel who perform controls and of 

personnel who monitor performance of internal controls (PCAOB 2007, AS5, par 46-47).  Audit 

guidance also requires auditors to consider manager competence and trustworthiness through 

auditor consideration of internal controls.  Auditors are required to opine on internal controls of 

their public clients (SOX) and COSO’s 2013 Integrated Framework on Internal Controls 

(henceforth Framework) emphasized manager competence and trustworthiness as key 

components of an effective control environment (COSO 2013). 

 I adapt the original definition of credibility by Hovland et al (1953): the extent of 

perceiving someone as competent and trustworthy.  COSO specifies that “competence is the 

qualification to carry out assigned responsibilities.  It requires relevant skills and expertise, 

which are gained largely from professional experience, training, and certifications.  It is 

expressed in the attitude, knowledge and behavior of individuals as they carry out their 

responsibilities” (COSO 2013).  The Framework emphasizes management’s competence as one 

of the key components of an effective system of internal controls.  The Framework also 

emphasizes the importance of management’s trustworthiness as a vital component of an effective 

system.  The first principle of the Framework is that the organization should demonstrate a 

commitment to integrity and ethical values (COSO 2013).  For the purposes of this review, I use 

the definitions of competence and trustworthiness that are suggested by the Framework.   

 The accounting literature on credibility is still in its infancy, yet the need for this research 

is vital.  The goal of this section of my dissertation is to develop a framework for analysis of 
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research on credibility in audit settings and suggest areas for future research.  Figure 1 outlines 

the framework.  The framework subdivides the literature by types of examined effects 

(determinants of credibility vs. consequences of credibility) and by examined credibility 

components (competence, trustworthiness, or both).   In addition, each segment is further 

subdivided into evaluatee types: manager or other auditor.  In my review the term “manager” 

represents company management and other personnel responsible for preparation of financial 

statements, and “other auditors” include auditor colleagues, internal auditors, and other personnel 

responsible for the audit. 

  My review of the literature shows that much less work has been done on determinants (10 

studies covered in this review) compared to consequences of credibility components (25 studies 

covered in this review).  The literature on determinants of credibility perceptions suggests that 

auditor evaluations of credibility are affected by multiple factors individually and in interaction 

with each other, including task difficulty, familiarity with the evaluatee, hierarchical relationship 

with the evaluatee, the evaluatee’s attempt to prevent the problem, the auditor’s prior 

communication to warn management about the problem, internal auditor compensation, and 

perception of organizational growth.  The literature on consequences of credibility perception 

suggests that credibility perception affects multiple judgments, including perception of 

information reliability, evaluation of internal control system, likelihood of suggesting an audit 

adjustment, evaluation of reasonableness of management’s forecasts, audit effort planning, 

perceived ability of other auditors to detect misstatements, and reliance on internal auditors and 

internal control system.  In addition, at least one study reports an interaction of credibility with 

other factors.  This analysis highlights the importance of research on credibility perceptions and 

suggests multiple areas for research.   
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The following sections present key findings from the literature as well as specific 

directions for future research.  I conclude by summarizing additional directions for future 

research. 

Figure 1 
Framework for Analyzing Research Examining Credibility in Audit Settings 

Determinants of 
competence evaluation: 
- Manager (1 study) 
- Other auditor (5 studies) 
 
 
 
 

(Table 1) 
 

Determinants of 
trustworthiness evaluation: 
- Manager (2 studies) 
- Other auditor (0 studies) 
 
 
 
 

(Table 1) 

Determinants of 
competence and 
trustworthiness evaluation: 
- Manager (2 studies) 
- Other auditor (0 studies) 
 
 
 

(Table 1) 

Credibility evaluation 
Competence 
evaluation 

Trustworthiness 
evaluation 

Consequences of 
competence evaluation: 
- Manager (7 studies) 
- Other auditor (0 studies) 
 
 
 
 

(Table 2) 
 

Consequences of 
trustworthiness evaluation: 
- Manager (4 studies) 
- Other auditor (2 studies) 
 
 
 
 

(Table 2) 

Consequences of 
competence and 
trustworthiness evaluation: 
- Manager (7 studies) 
- Other auditor (5 studies) 

 
 

 
(Table 2) 
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CHAPTER 2 

DETERMINANTS OF CREDIBILITY EVALUATION 

 Accounting studies have examined effects of various factors on auditor perceptions of the 

two components of credibility – competence and trustworthiness.  In this section I first discuss 

effects on competence evaluation, then on trustworthiness, and then on both. 

Determinants of Competence Evaluation 

 Several studies in my review examined determinants of perceived competence of others 

(managers and other auditors).  First, I analyze one study that focuses on examining auditor 

evaluation of manager competence.  This study shows that auditor communication and manager 

action have an interactive effect on perceived competence of the client manager.  Second, I 

analyze several studies that focused on examining auditor evaluation of other auditors’ 

competence.  These studies report findings on factors auditors consider important in evaluation 

of other auditors and that familiarity with the evaluatee, hierarchical relationship, and task 

difficulty have an effect on auditor judgment. 

Determinants of Competence Evaluation of Client Managers 

In my review, only one study focused on examining competence of client managers.  

Maksymov (2014) uses audit seniors to examine auditor assessments of manager competence 

following a failure of internal controls, focusing on two key components of competence implied 

by COSO’s 2013 Integrated Framework: an understanding of what to do to improve controls and 

a willingness to do it. Drawing on the Culpable Control Model (Alicke 2000), he predicts that 

factors common in the internal control environment affect auditors’ ability to assess these 

dimensions of management competence.  He predicts and finds that auditors assess the 

manager’s willingness to improve controls as lower when auditors previously communicated the 
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potential for control failure to the manager and the manager did not institute a compensating 

control.  He also predicts and finds that auditors assess the manager’s understanding of how to 

prevent control failures as higher when prior communication from auditors is absent and the 

manager did not institute a compensating control.  In combination, his results suggest that auditor 

assessments of manager competence can be improved by enhanced communication between 

auditors and managers, and that a lack of such communication can cause auditors to give 

managers the benefit of the doubt when that may be unwarranted, thereby overestimating 

manager competence and discouraging managers from proactively improving internal control.   

Maksymov further highlights the role of the initial competence perception by showing 

that a prior perception that evaluatees’ have lower competence decreases the extent to which 

evaluators perceive higher competence of evaluatees in the absence of preventive action 

compared to no action.  Presumably, this interaction results because lower prior perception 

reduces the extent to which evaluators give evaluatees benefit of doubt in the absence of 

preventive action. 

Determinants of Trustworthiness Evaluation of Other Auditors 

Several studies in my review examined effect of competence on evaluations of other 

auditors.  Kennedy and Peecher (KP) (1997) examine accuracy of auditor perception of their 

own and their subordinates’ technical knowledge.  Auditor participants provided the names of 

subordinates (audit staff or audit seniors) with whom they worked the most.  In this way KP 

identified externally valid supervisor-subordinate pairs.  In these pairs, subordinates were aware 

that the supervisors may be assessing their technical knowledge.  KP find that both supervisors 

and subordinates are overconfident in their technical knowledge.  KP also find that as the gap 

between technical knowledge of supervisors and subordinates expands the supervisors’ 
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overconfidence in their subordinates’ knowledge increases.  KP point out that supervisors' 

overconfidence in their subordinates’ knowledge is the result of anchoring on their own technical 

knowledge to assess their subordinates and not adjusting sufficiently for the gap between their 

own and their subordinates’ knowledge.  Thus, KP suggest that supervisors could assess their 

subordinates’ knowledge more accurately if first they were more accurate in assessments of their 

own knowledge.  

 In the survey portion of their research study, Gibbins and Trotman (GT) (2002) examine 

audit manager’s assessments of what constitutes a competent reviewer of working papers.  GT 

find that audit managers view competent reviewers to be reviewers who possess the following 

traits: (1) focus on big picture and relevant review notes rather than predominantly on details, (2) 

focus on issues, (3) understand client and industry, (4) clear and complete feedback, (5) focus on 

risk, (6) on the job training, (7) thorough rather than incomplete review, (8) timely feedback, (9) 

involved in planning, and are (10) technically excellent. 

Messier, Owhoso, and Rakovski (MOR) (2008) examine how well audit partners can 

predict their subordinates’ ability to detect errors in financial statements.  Audit partners consider 

specific types of financial statement errors and identify which audit managers and audit seniors 

can these errors.  Audit managers and seniors review working papers to identify seeded errors.  

MOR then compare partners’ predictions to the audit managers’ and seniors’ performances.  The 

results show that partners are overconfident in their subordinates’ abilities to detect errors, 

particularly with respect to audit seniors’ abilities and complex (rather than simple) errors.   

Harding and Trotman (HT) (2009) conduct two studies to investigate how auditors 

evaluate competence of their colleagues and how these judgments can improve.  In study 1, HT 

use a 2x2 within-subjects design to investigate what anchors senior auditors use to assess 
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competence of their colleagues (peers and subordinates).  HT manipulate familiarity (familiar vs. 

unfamiliar with the assessee) and hierarchical relationship (a peer of the assessee vs. a 

subordinate of the assessee). HT find that auditors use different anchors depending on how much 

they know about their colleague: typical competence level when familiarity is low and specific 

colleague’s overall competence when familiarity is high.    

In study 2, HT examine how type of outcome feedback (individual-specific or group-

specific) and familiarity with the peer affect overconfidence in predictions about peer 

performance.  HT manipulate feedback between participants and familiarity - within participants. 

HT manipulated feedback at three levels: no feedback, feedback specific to the peer, and 

feedback specific to the peer group.  HT manipulated familiarity at two levels: the auditor is 

familiar vs. not familiar with the peer.  In the experiment participants (graduate students) 

predicted performance of a peer with whom they had previously worked or from an unfamiliar 

peer about whom participants had only general knowledge.  HT find that feedback types that 

match the level of familiarity are more effective at reducing overconfidence.  Specifically, 

individual-specific outcome feedback reduces overconfidence in competence assessments of a 

peer about whom participants had specific knowledge and group outcome feedback reduces 

overconfidence in competence assessments of a peer about whom participants had only general 

knowledge. HT’s results complement and extend prior findings by showing that people use 

different anchors in assessing competence of a colleague and that these anchors vary depending 

on the familiarity with the colleague. 

 Han, Jamal, and Tan (HJT) (2011) use small groups of auditors (one audit manager and 

two seniors) to examine overconfidence in auditor judgments about colleagues’ technical 

knowledge.  Participants received two tasks that differed in difficulty.  The less difficult task was 
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to determine which error was the most frequent in the purchase cycle of manufacturing clients.  

The more difficult task was to record the journal entry for an interest rate swap agreement.  For 

each task, participating auditors were asked to predict how many colleagues (managers and 

seniors) from the other participating groups would answer the task question correctly.  HJT find 

that task difficulty affects overconfidence differently depending on whether the auditors predict 

performance of subordinates or superiors.  The results show that predictions about subordinates’ 

performance tend to be more overconfident when the task is more difficult (i.e., managers 

predicting the performance of seniors) and predictions about superiors’ performance tend to be 

more overconfident when the task is less difficult (i.e., seniors predicting the performance of 

managers). 

Summary 

 Research on determinants of competence perception provides several important insights.  

With respect to determinants of perceived competence of client managers, auditors tend to 

exhibit judgment patterns consistent with them making reasonable inferences given the 

information available about manager competence, contrary to the predictions of counterfactual 

reasoning theory from psychology literature.  In the absence of information auditors tend to 

default to prior perceptions of competence, a pattern that may be inconsistent with skeptical 

thinking required of auditors.  Prior communication by auditors to management about the 

potential problems mitigates this effect.   

With respect to determinants of competence of other auditors, auditors value others being 

able to see the big picture but tend to be overconfident about their colleagues’ abilities.  In 

evaluating the competence of audit reviewers, auditors view focus on the big picture and 

relevant, rather than detailed notes, as more important in indicating reviewer competence than 
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technical excellence.  Auditors also show significant overconfidence in competence of their 

colleagues, particularly for more difficult tasks and when the knowledge gap between evaluator 

and evaluatees is high.  Audit partners are also more accurate when they predict performance of 

audit managers than when they predict performance of audit seniors.  Familiarity with the 

evaluated auditor affects anchors used in assessing that auditor’s competence.  Knowledge about 

performance of the average group that includes an unfamiliar auditor being evaluated helps 

mitigate overconfidence about the unfamiliar auditor. 

In sum, these findings suggest that auditors use reasonables inference to evaluate 

competence and trustworthiness of managers.  Generally, new information updates auditors’ 

priors about competence and trustworthiness.  However, in the absence of new information 

auditors may default to their priors.  Notably, no studies examined evaluation of other auditors’ 

trustworthiness.   

Determinants of Trustworthiness Evaluation 

Only two studies in my review examined determinants of trustworthiness of others, 

specifically managers.  These studies examine how the following factors affect perceived 

trustworthiness of managers: auditor role with respect to the working paper, deviations from 

expectations, and manager ability to choose a transaction.  No studies in my review focused on 

examining determinants of trustworthiness of other auditors. 

 Reimers and Fennema (RF) (1999) examine the effect of the auditor’s role (preparer vs. 

reviewer of the workpapers) on their sensitivity to the objectivity of information sources.RF 

conduct their tests in a setting where the auditor is the preparer or the reviewer of the workpapers 

related to testing the allowance for doubtful accounts. RF use psychology literature to 

hypothesize that reviewers will be more sensitive to the objectivity of the information sources 
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because they are less involved with the details of the preparers’ task.  In the experiment, RF 

assigned auditors to one of the roles (preparer vs. reviewer) in a task related to testing accounts 

receivable similar to the task used by Joyce and Biddle (JB) (1981). Auditors first calculated (if 

preparers) or reviewed (if reviewers) the allowance for uncollectible accounts.  Auditors then 

received new information from one of two sources varying in objectivity (client vs. independent 

credit agency) and were asked to reconsider their initial decision. Results indicate that only the 

auditors who assigned to the role of reviewers were sensitive to the objectivity of information 

sourceThese results suggest that auditors may struggle to differentiate between source objectivity 

levels of information sources, unless they act as reviewers.  Acting as reviewers may be 

engaging auditors in cognitive processes that differ from those in which auditors engage as 

preparers, suggesting that the review process serves a more comprehensive function in an audit 

than just a second opinion. 

Wong-on-Wing, Reneau, and West (WRW) (1989) conducted an experiment using audit 

seniors to examine the determinants and consequences of auditors' perceptions of client manager 

trustworthiness. Auditors learned about a transaction to sell fixed assets that resulted in a gain.  

WRW manipulated three factors: deviation from expectations about management (low vs. high), 

management’s ability to choose to make the transaction (high vs. low), and knowledge about the 

target (continuing vs. new client).  WRW find that auditors are most likely to attribute the 

transaction to management’s disposition (i.e., attitude, personal traits, etc.) rather than 

circumstances when a transaction differs from auditors’ expectations and auditor perceives 

management to have a high degree of choice in making the transaction.  The more auditors 

attributed the transaction to management’s disposition, the lower materiality threshold auditors 

set for disclosure of the transaction.  Contrary to predictions, however, auditor tenure with the 
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client (new vs. continuing client) did not affect auditors’ tendency to attribute the transaction to 

management’s disposition.  Thus, auditors appear to understand how incentives affect 

management’s judgments, but struggle incorporating this understanding into their own 

judgments.  In sum, WRW’s findings indicate that deviation from expectations and manager 

degree of freedom to choose transactions worsen auditor’s view of manager trustworthiness. 

Summary 

 The research on determinants of trustworthiness perceptions shows that auditor acting in 

the role of reviewer of working papers are better able to recognize differences in trustworthiness 

of information compared to auditor acting in the role of a preparer.  This research also shows that 

auditor judgment is consistent with lower perceived trustworthiness when the transaction being 

tested deviates from expectations and is made under conditions in which the manager had more 

choice to make the transaction.  Being a reviewer rather than a preparer and deviation of an 

accounting transaction from expectations are likely to increase attention to factors that may 

signal new information about trustworthiness.  These findings indicate that when factors 

determining trustworthiness become salient, these factors are likely to affect perceived 

trustworthiness.   

Determinants of Both Competence and Trustworthiness Evaluation 

Only two studies in my review examined determinants of auditors’ assessments of both 

competence and trustworthiness of managers.  These studies examine how various manager 

behavior scenarios and perceived organizational growth affect perceived trustworthiness of 

managers.  No studies in my review focused on examining determinants of both competence and 

trustworthiness of other auditors. 
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Anderson and Marchant (AM) (1989) examine auditors' perceptions of how diagnostic 

various types of management behavior are for evaluating the competence and trustworthiness of 

client personnel. AM asked auditor participants to assess how likely an individual with a specific 

trait is to be competent or trustworthy (honest/dishonest).  Participants made 80 assessments for 

a combination of 20 behaviors providing insight on ability, 20 behaviors providing insight on 

integrity, and two traits (competence and trustworthiness).  Auditors view informativeness of 

behavior valence (positive vs. negative behavior) on competence judgments differently 

depending on whether they were assessing competence or trustworthiness.  When assessing 

competence, auditors view positive behaviors as more informative.  When assessing 

trustworthiness, auditors view negative behaviors as more informative.  Auditors view extreme 

behaviors as more informative than moderate behaviors for both types of assessments: 

competence and trustworthiness. 

 McKinley, Ponemon, and Schick (MPS) (1996) use audit partners and managers to 

examine how auditor perceptions of client organizations' growth/decline level affect auditor 

assessments of client managers' competence and trustworthiness. MPS hypothesize that 

perceived growth/decline level will have an inverted-U relationship with perceived management 

credibility (competence and trustworthiness). MPS analyze  participants’ perceptions of 123 

actual client organizations and find that perceived management credibility tends to be higher 

when the client’s operations are stable. Rapid decline may introduce doubts about the client 

management’s competence, while rapid growth may introduce doubts about the client 

management’s trustworthiness.  In sum, MPS report that compared to stability, rapid 

organizational decline and rapid organizational growth result in lower assessments of manager 

credibility. 
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Summary 

This segment of the literature reports that positive and negative behaviors of management 

affect competence and trustworthiness evaluations differently.  Positive behaviors are more 

helpful in evaluation of competence, while negative behaviors are more helpful in evaluation of 

trustworthiness.  Extreme behaviors are more helpful than moderate in evaluation of competence 

and trustworthiness.  Rapid organizational growth and rapid decline worsen auditor views of 

manager competence, but surprisingly have no effect on auditor views of manager 

trustworthiness.  Overall, these findings indicate that auditors may not be always affected by 

information conveying lacking trustworthiness, unless this information is made salient by 

negative behaviors and suggests decreasing perception of trustworthiness.  Conversely, auditors 

may not always be affected by information convey lacking competence, unless information 

suggests increasing competence. 

Directions for Future Research 

The literature examining determinants of credibility perception in audit settings is very 

undeveloped, with only ten studies falling into this category and most work being done on 

auditor evaluations of other auditors.  Notably, no research has been done on determinants of 

trustworthiness of other auditors.  It is important that future research addresses this topic, as 

multiple studies discussed in the next section show that perceived trustworthiness of internal 

auditors affects auditor judgment.   More future research is also needed to identify factors 

commonly encountered by auditors that affect perceived competence of management, as only 

one study has examined this area.  Future research could examine why auditors tend to be 

overconfident in their colleagues’ competence, particularly since auditor overconfidence is 

costly, potentially leading to under-auditing and compromised audit effectiveness.  Research 
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could also identify factors that could mitigate such overconfidence.  Future research could also 

examine effects of manager attempt to prevent a problem, auditor communication, and prior 

perception on auditor assessments of trustworthiness.  Research could also examine what factors 

could encourage auditors to make non-required communications to client management about 

potential problems noted during the course of an audit.  More research is needed to provide 

insights into how auditors evaluate management and what factors affect auditor evaluations of 

manager credibility.
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Table 1 
Determinants of Credibility 

STUDY FOCUS SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
(DETERMINANTS) 

DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES KEY RESULTS 

Maksymov 
2014 

Competence/ 
Manager 

E1: 108 experienced 
auditors 
 
E2: 200 participants 
solicited on Amazon 
Mechanical Turk 

E1: Manager attempt to prevent the problem (yes vs. 
no) and auditor communication to warn management 
about the problem (yes vs. no) 
 
E2: Company attempt to prevent the problem (yes 
vs. no) and evaluator’s prior about the company’s 
competence (high vs. low) 

E1: Auditors’ 
assessments of 
manager 
competence 
 
E2: Evaluator’s 
assessments of the 
construction 
company’s 
competence 

E1: After a control failure, auditors view 
managers as having lower understanding 
of how to prevent control failures, when 
managers acted to prevent it and failed 
compared to when managers didn’t act to 
prevent it.  When auditors had warned the 
management, understanding is assessed 
low and action has no effect.  Also finds 
that given auditor warning, auditors assess 
higher willingness to act when managers 
acted (unsuccessfully) compared to when 
they did not act, but no such effect absent 
auditor warning. 
 
E2: Unsuccessful attempt to prevent the 
problem harms perception of competence 
more when the prior about the competence 
is high 

Kennedy and 
Peecher 1997 

Competence/ 
Other auditor 

42 auditors (staff, 
seniors, and managers) 

Measured supervisor and staff ability to answer 
questions correctly on accounting and auditing 
topics. 

Accuracy of auditor 
perception of their 
own and their 
subordinates’ 
technical knowledge 

Both supervisors and subordinates are 
overconfident in their technical 
knowledge.  As the gap between technical 
knowledge of supervisors and subordinates 
expands supervisors’ overconfidence in 
their subordinates’ knowledge increases. 

Gibbins and 
Trotman 
2002 

Competence/ 
Other auditor 

71 audit managers N/A – this portion of results was obtained from a 
survey 

Perception of what 
factors make 
reviewers 
competent 

Competent reviewers (1) focus on big 
picture and relevant review notes rather 
than predominantly on details, (2) focus on 
issues, (3) understand client and industry, 
(4) clear and complete feedback, (5) focus 
on risk, (6) on the job training, (7) 
thorough rather than incomplete review, 
(8) timely feedback, (9) involved in 
planning, and are (10) technically 
excellent. 

Messier, 
Owhoso, and 
Rakovski 
2008 

Competence/ 
Other auditor 

71 audit partner, 72 audit 
managers, and 72 audit 
seniors 

Measured audit manager/senior detection of the 
seeded error in two audit cases. 

Audit partners’ 
expectations of how 
well managers 
and seniors will 
detect financial 
statement errors 

Partners are overconfident in their 
subordinates’ abilities to detect errors, 
particularly with respect to audit seniors’ 
abilities and complex (rather than simple) 
errors. 
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STUDY FOCUS SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
(DETERMINANTS) 

DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES KEY RESULTS 

Harding and 
Trotman 
2009 

Competence/ 
Other auditor 

Study 1: 20 audit seniors 
 
Study 2: 107 part-time 
graduate students 

Study 1: Familiarity with the assessee (yes vs. no) 
and hierarchical relationship levels (a peer or a 
subordinate) 
 
Study 2: Feedback - no feedback (control), 
individual-specific feedback, and average-group 
feedback.  Familiarity was manipulated within 
subjects across two levels: familiar vs. unfamiliar 
with the assessee.  

Another auditor’s 
competence 

Study 1: The anchors used in assessing the 
competence of other auditors vary 
depending on the familiarity of the audit 
senior with their colleague.   
 
Study 2: Average-group outcome 
feedback reduces overconfidence in 
competence assessments of an unfamiliar 
colleague.  Individual-specific outcome 
feedback reduces overconfidence in 
competence assessments of an unfamiliar 
peer. 

Han, Jamal, 
and Tan 2011 

Competence/ 
Other auditor 

Fourteen teams of 1 audit 
manager and 2 audit 
seniors each 

Task difficulty (low vs. high) Assessments of 
technical knowledge 
of subordinates 
(managers assessing 
seniors) and 
superiors (seniors 
assessing managers) 

Task difficulty affects overconfidence 
differently depending on whether the 
auditors predict performance of 
subordinates or superiors.  The results 
show that predictions about subordinates’ 
performance tend to be more 
overconfident when the task is more 
difficult (i.e., managers predicting the 
performance of seniors) and predictions 
about superiors’ performance tend to be 
more overconfident when the task is less 
difficult (i.e., seniors predicting the 
performance of managers). 

Reimers and 
Fennema 
1999 

Trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

165 audit managers and 
seniors (6.8 years of 
public accounting 
experience) 

Auditor role with respect to the working paper in the 
task of evaluating allowance for doubtful accounts: 
preparer or reviewer. 

Auditor judgment 
about reliability of 
information 

 Only the auditors assigned to the role of 
reviewers are sensitive to the objectivity of 
information source. 

Wong-on-
Wing et al 
1989 

Trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

110 auditors (3 years of 
audit experience on 
average) 

Deviation from expectations about management (low 
vs. high), management’s ability to choose to make 
the transaction (high vs. low). 

Auditor attribution 
of transaction to 
management 
disposition and 
auditor evaluation 
of materiality 
threshold for 
disclosure of the 
transaction 

Auditors are most likely to attribute the 
transaction to management’s disposition 
(i.e., attitude, personal traits, etc.) rather 
than circumstances when a transaction 
deviates differs from auditors’ 
expectations and auditor perceives 
management to have a high degree of 
choice in making the transaction 
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STUDY FOCUS SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
(DETERMINANTS) 

DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES KEY RESULTS 

Anderson and 
Marchant 
1989 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

75 auditors (with 4.5 
years of median 
experience) 

144 behaviors (72 ability behaviors and 72 integrity 
behaviors)   

Assessments for a 
combination of 20 
ability behaviors, 20 
integrity behaviors, 
and two trait 
dimensions 
[competent/incompe
tent, 
honest/dishonest] 
for client managers 

Auditors view informativeness of behavior 
valence (positive vs. negative behavior) on 
competence judgments differently 
depending on whether they were assessing 
competence or trustworthiness.  When 
assessing competence, auditors view 
positive behaviors as more informative.  
When assessing trustworthiness, auditors 
view negative behaviors as more 
informative.  Auditors view extreme 
behaviors as more informative than 
moderate behaviors for both types of 
assessments: competence and 
trustworthiness. 

McKinley, 
Ponemon, 
and Schick 
1996 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

63 audit partners (16.7 
years of audit 
experience) and 76 audit 
managers (7.7 years of 
audit experience) 

Measured perception of organizational growth on a 
scale ranging from 1 (very rapid growth) to 11 (very 
rapid decline)  

Perception of 
manager 
competence and 
integrity 

Compared to stability, rapid organizational 
decline and rapid organizational growth 
result in lower assessments of manager 
credibility: rapid decline leads to lower 
assessed competence and rapid growth – to 
lower assessed trustworthiness.   
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CHAPTER 3 

COSEQUENCES OF CREDIBILITY EVALUATION 

Accounting studies have also examined effects of perceived competence and 

trustworthiness on auditor judgment.  These studies report significant effects of perceived 

competence and trustworthiness on multiple judgments relevant to audit settings. 

Consequences of Competence Evaluation 

Several studies in my review examined consequences of perceived competence of 

managers.  In this section I analyze the studies that focused on examining consequences of 

auditor evaluation of manager competence.  These studies look at the effects of perceived 

competence on evaluation of information reliability, internal control system strength, 

reasonableness of manager forecasts, evaluation of evidence, and nature and extent of audit 

testing.  I also discuss one study that focuses on examining consequences of other auditors’ 

competence evaluation. 

 Danos and Imhoff (DI) (1983) use experienced auditors to examine factors that are 

important to auditors in evaluating management’s forecasts.  DI conducted two experiments 

varying the following factors: the importance of forecast system structure 

(decentralized/centralized), primary sales estimation method (formal model/series of meetings), 

typical results of forecast revision process (relatively high/relatively low), role of forecast 

accuracy in reward structure (directly important/indirectly important), forecast track record 

(historical accuracy of forecasts), forecast benchmark (the percentage increase in forecasted net 

income over the prior year’s actual income), reward structure, and the measure of forecast 

adjustment during revision.  The results indicate that forecast track record is used by auditors 

more than any other examined variable in evaluating management’s forecasts.  Arguably, 
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accuracy of forecasts reflects predominantly competence of the source making the forecast.  DI 

also note that auditors completely agreed on the impact of forecast track record on their 

judgment.  There was no complete agreement on any other examined variable. These results 

indicate that reliability of management estimates, which reflects management competence, is a 

very important factor in auditors’ judgments. 

Rebele, Heintz, and Briden (RHB) (1988) use practicing auditors to examine auditor 

sensitivity to the competence of audit evidence.  RHB manipulate audit evidence competence by 

varying the expertise of the evidence source between treatment groups.  Each auditor participant 

was assigned to one of the treatment groups, received two separate estimates of the amount of 

uncollectable accounts receivable, and made several judgments about the true value of the 

estimate.  One of the two estimates auditors receive came from an employee of the client.  The 

source competence was varied between the groups by varying the employee’s expertise.  RHB’s 

findings indicate that auditors are sensitive to audit evidence’s competence, in contrast with  the 

findings of Joyce and Biddle (1981), who fail to find an effect of source competence on auditor 

judgments. More specifically, RHB find that in assessing the reasonableness of the estimate 

auditors rely on evidence more when the client employee’s expertise is higher.   

RHB suggest an interesting possible explanation for the difference between their findings 

and Joyce and Biddle (1981).  RHB suggest that their manipulation of competence may have 

been more salient than the manipulation of competence in JB. In addition, RHB suggest that the 

manipulation of competence in JB did not differ in opinion regarding collectability, as the 

alternative source information in JB was essentially a factual description rather than an opinion.  

It is possible that auditors are less sensitive to differences in factual information than they are to 

differences in opinions.  Another potential explanation is that RHB used more experienced 
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participants who are more likely to incorporate signals about competence of information source 

into their judgments. 

Cohen and Kida (CK) (1989) use audit seniors and managers to examine whether data 

reliability affects auditors' judgments relevant to analytical review.  CK manipulated data 

reliability by varying the strength of the internal control system (strong vs. weak).  After 

receiving the data, auditors considered making modifications in the audit plan.  Note that 

consistent with Knechel and Messier (1990), reliability in CK’s study can be viewed as manager 

competence.  CK results indicate that control reliability significantly affected the extent of 

auditor modifications to planned audit work: auditors budgeted more audit time when internal 

control system was described as weak.  Interestingly, audit seniors were more sensitive to control 

reliability, increasing planned audit work more than the audit managers in response to the control 

system being weak. 

Knechel and Messier (KM) (1990) use auditors to examine the role of evidence reliability 

in information search in a sequential decision process during testing of bad debts.  KM point out 

that the concept of reliability in their study relates to the concept of competence and manipulate 

evidence reliability by varying accuracy of the credit manager’s  predictions of collection 

(correct 50 vs. 90 percent of the time).  KM report that auditors choose to examine more reliable 

evidence and that when reliability of the chosen evidence is higher auditors are more likely to 

revise their initial judgments about allowance for doubtful accounts. 

Anderson, Koonce, and Marchant (AKM) (1994) use analytical procedures setting to 

examine how experienced auditors evaluate management explanations for unexpected 

fluctuations.  AKM manipulate the level of source competence (high vs. low) and the timing of 

receipt of source-competence information (before vs. after the manager's explanation).  AKM use 
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psychology theory to predict that auditor sensitivity to the level of source competence will 

depend on the timing of when they learn about the management’s competence.  Consistent with 

this prediction AKM find that auditors view manager’s explanation as being more reliable when 

they believe that the manager is more competent.   Contrary to AKM’s predictions, however, 

timing of when auditors learn about the manager’s competence does not affect their assessments 

of explanation reliability.   

 Goodwin and Trotman (GT) (1996) conduct an experiment using audit directors and audit 

managers to examine how competence of the independent valuer affects auditor judgments about 

revaluations of client’s assets by this valuer.  GT use a setting where a hypothetical port 

company revalues four classes of assets and manipulate the valuer’s competence by varying 

whether the valuer has extensive vs. limited expertise in valuations.  Auditor participants assess 

how much time they would budget to audit the revaluations and the likelihood that they would 

conclude that the revaluations are reasonable.  Analysis of auditor responses indicated that when 

valuer’s competence is lower auditors plan to spend more time on auditing the revalued assets 

and predict that they are less likely to conclude that the valuations are reasonable. 

Bamber (1983) examines how perceived reliability of subordinates as information 

sources (source reliability) affects audit supervisor judgments.  Bamber develops a normative 

probabilistic model with a source reliability factor. The model indicates that even small changes 

in source reliability can affect the inferential value of information significantly.  Bamber then 

uses audit managers to examine how auditor judgments compare to the model’s predictions.  

Bamber manipulates the reliability of the audit senior performing audit procedures by informing 

the participants of the senior’s reliability level (high or low).  Participants were required to assess 

the likelihood that the client's system of internal controls for sales and receivables is sufficiently 
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effective to rely on it, so the auditors could lower the extent of testing accounts receivable via 

confirmation procedures.  The experimental results indicate that auditors were more sensitive to 

the manipulation of source reliability than the model predicted.  Relative to the model’s 

predictions, most audit managers excessively discounted the information's diagnosticity when 

source reliability was lower. 

Summary 

The research on consequences of auditors’ evaluations of manager and other auditor 

competence provides several useful insights.  Intuitively, perceived competence of the source 

providing information increases the perceived reliability of this information.  Generally, auditors 

overreact to reliability, which is viewed as a proxy for source competence, by excessive 

discounting information diagnosticity when reliability is lower.  Accuracy of management 

forecasts’ historical track record, a proxy for forecast competence, affects auditor judgment more 

than several other examined factors including manager incentives to be accurate forecasters.   

Reliable evidence, a proxy for evidence coming from competent managers, leads to greatest 

auditor revisions, particularly when it is more negative.  Reliability of internal control system, a 

proxy for management competence, has a negative relationship with planned audit hours, more 

so for audit seniors than audit managers.  Overall, these findings suggest that competence of 

managers and other auditors significantly affects auditor judgment.   

Consequences of Trustworthiness Evaluation 

Several studies examined effects of perceived trustworthiness of managers and other 

auditors on auditor judgment.  First, I analyze research examining effects of perceived 

trustworthiness of managers.  These studies look at the auditor judgment about required 

accounting treatments and audit tests. 
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Consequences of Trustworthiness Evaluation of Client Managers 

Studies on consequences of trustworthiness evaluation of client managers predominantly 

focus on effects on auditor judgment about required accounting treatments.  Caster and Pincus 

(CP) (1996) use audit seniors to examine factors affecting persuasiveness of audit evidence.  

Among the factors CP investigate is source reliability, which has been viewed in other literature 

as a proxy for source competence (e.g., Knechel and Messier 1990).  CP manipulate source 

reliability by informing the participants that the review was performed using an outside source of 

evidence (i.e., Dun and Bradstreet's credit ratings) or using an internal source of evidence (i.e., 

the client's credit manager).  CP point out that according to auditing standards, evidence received 

from an external source (e.g., Dun and Bradstreet) should be viewed by the auditors as more 

reliable than evidence received from an internal source (e.g., client management).  As evidence 

reliability in support of the client’s balance increases, the probability of an audit adjustment 

should decrease, approaching zero percent. In contrast, as evidence reliability against the client’s 

balance increases, the probability of an audit adjustment should also increase, approaching 100 

percent.  Consistent with these predictions, CP report that when evidence is more reliable (comes 

from a credit agency rather than the client), the auditors are more likely to require an adjustment.  

Presumably, this is because when evidence comes from a credit agency the evidence is more 

trustworthy. 

Peecher (1996) uses auditors to examine associations between auditors’ analytical 

procedure performance and preferences of those who require justification of auditor’s 

conclusions (e.g., auditor supervisors) and the integrity of client management. Peecher assesses 

effects of these variables on the following auditor judgments: (1) likelihood assessments that the 

explanations provided by the client are accurately convey the cause of income-increasing 
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fluctuations, (2) the weight assigned by auditors to client integrity when making such 

assessments, and (3) the extent of auditor search for alternative explanations for the fluctuations.  

Consistent with expectations, Peecher finds that higher integrity is associated with larger effect 

of justifiee preferences on auditors’ judgments when auditors have incentives to accept the 

client’s desired conclusion.  When integrity is low Peecher finds no effect of justifiee 

preferences.  These results indicate that trustworthiness, a construct closely related to integrity, 

affects the extent to which auditors are willing to accommodate client preferences.  Auditors are 

more willing to accommodate clients with higher trustworthiness, indicating a significant 

advantage for client management to be viewed as highly trustworthy by the auditors. 

Goodwin (1999) uses staff auditors to examine their sensitivity to the evidence source 

trustworthiness, the consistency of multiple evidence and the interaction between these two 

factors. Goodwin examined two independent scenarios. The first scenario involved evidence 

obtained from a source external to the client, specifically a lawyer who represented the client in a 

lawsuit about patent infringement.  Goodwin manipulated trustworthiness of the source by 

varying the lawyer’s reputation (reputed to have high vs. low integrity) and consistency of 

evidence (consistent vs. inconsistent with the client’s evidence). Auditors assessed the likelihood 

that the client will be found guilty of patent infringement and indicated whether any liability 

should be recognized in the financial statements. Goodwin finds that the trustworthiness and 

consistency factors, as well as their interaction had significant effects on  auditors’ judgments. 

The second scenario involved auditors receiving representations from client management about 

inventory obsolescence. Management trustworthiness was manipulated by varying management 

integrity score (top vs. bottom 15 percent among all the clients of the audit firm) and the 

evidence consistency (consistent vs. inconsistent with other evidence received from the client). 
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Participants assessed the likelihood that inventory was overvalued and the likelihood that an 

additional writedown was needed. For this scenario, only the trustworthiness factor had a 

significant effect on auditors’ judgments.  Goodwin finds that auditors’ judgments are more 

unfavorable and they recommend a more conservative accounting treatment when management 

trustworthiness is lower.  

Peterson and Wong-on-Wing (PW) (2000) examine whether trustworthiness of the source 

affects the extent to which auditors choose tests that exhibit confirmation bias toward an 

explanation coming from that source.  In the audit setting, higher confirmation bias may indicate 

lower professional skepticism (Nelson 2009).  PW provide audit seniors with an explanation for 

a fluctuation that comes from either the client (low trustworthiness) or an audit supervisor (high 

trustworthiness).   PW observe no effect of trustworthiness on auditor judgment.  This result 

indicates that auditors may not always be sensitive to trustworthiness characteristics of the 

evidence. 

Consequences of Trustworthiness Evaluation of Other Auditors 

Abdel-Khalik, Snowball, and Wragge (ASW) (1983) use audit seniors and managers to 

examine how various factors common to internal audit settings affect judgments made by 

external auditors in planning audit programs.  The factors included objectivity (a proxy for 

trustworthiness), use of internal audit staff in reviews of changes in EDP applications, the use of 

an integrated audit facility, the use of generalized audit software, and the use of test data.  ASW 

vary objectivity by the level to which internal auditors report within the organization (controller 

vs. the corporate audit committee), with higher level indicating greater independence.  Note that 

lower level of objectivity combined with opportunities to pursue incentives due to lack of 

independence indicate potential for bias and therefore signal lack of trustworthiness.  ASW vary 
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the other factors by specifying whether IA department uses or doesn’t use them.  ASW find that 

of the five factors examined only trustworthiness (i.e., objectivity) affected audit hours planned 

for compliance and for substantive testing.  Trustworthiness was also the most important factor 

in determining external auditor reliance on IA department. 

DeZoort, Houston, and Peters (DHP) (2001) draw on attribution theory in psychology to 

examine how factors relevant to internal auditors affect external audit planning.  Specifically, 

DHP examine effects of two factors that create incentives for internal auditors to bias external 

auditors’ planning judgments: internal auditor eligibility for incentive compensation and 

participation in internal business consulting. DHP also examine how task subjectivity impacts 

the effects of these two factors on external auditor judgments.  The experiment manipulated 

internal auditor compensation (fixed salary vs. incentive-based compensation), the kind of work 

internal auditors routinely perform (primarily auditing vs. primarily consulting), and subjectivity 

of audit task (tests of controls, a low subjectivity task vs. inventory valuation, a high subjectivity 

task). DHP’s results indicate that the effects of internal auditors’ compensation type and work 

type on external audit planning vary depending on task subjectivity. Compensation type affects 

auditor time budgets only for the subjective task: incentive compensation results in higher 

budgeted audit hours.  Though consulting role affects perceived internal auditor objectivity, it 

does not affect external auditor reliance, leading to higher budgeted hours only when incentive 

compensation is also available. 

Summary 

The studies in this section report significant effects of trustworthiness perception on 

auditor judgment.  In examining effects of trustworthiness of managers studies report that 

auditors are more likely to suggest an audit adjustment when evidence comes from a more 
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trustworthy source.  Greater manager trustworthiness affects auditors more when they are 

motivated to accept the client’s desired conclusions.  Auditors make more unfavorable 

judgments when client trustworthiness is lower.  In examining effects of trustworthiness of other 

auditors studies find that in planning judgments auditors tend to place more weight on internal 

auditor trustworthiness than on multiple other examined factors and that internal auditor 

trustworthiness affects auditor reliance decision. 

Consequences of Both Competence and Trustworthiness Evaluation 

Research examining consequences of both competence and trustworthiness evaluation 

has provided several important insights about the effects of perceived competence and 

trustworthiness of managers and other auditors on auditor judgment.  First, I analyze studies 

examining consequences of competence and trustworthiness evaluations of client managers.  

These studies focus on the effects on collectability judgments, evaluation of manager forecasts, 

reliance on internal control, audit planning, and comparison between the importance of 

competence and trustworthiness.  Second, I analyze studies examining consequences of 

competence and trustworthiness evaluations of other auditors.  These studies focus on planning 

judgments, weighing on competence against trustworthiness, and evidence diagnosticity. 

Consequences of Both Competence and Trustworthiness Evaluation of Client Managers 

 Several studies examine consequences of competence and trustworthiness evaluation of 

client managers.  Joyce and Biddle (JB) (1981) used auditor participants to examine the use of 

the representativeness heuristic by auditors.  JB’s research focused on settings where the use 

representativeness heuristic leads to departures from Bayesian optimal responses.  In two of the 

experiments pertinent to this literature review, JB manipulate the reliability (competence) of the 

source of a report on a customer and test for the sensitivity of the auditors’ judgments in 
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response to this manipulation. In these experiments, the auditors estimate the following: (I) the 

probability of collection of a past-due receivable and (2) the allowance for uncollectible 

accounts.  JB define reliability as “the correspondence between the report of an information 

source and reality” and examine whether auditors are sensitive to reliability of evidence source.  

In the first experiment JB manipulate source reliability (client’s credit manager vs. credit agency) 

between-participants and fail to find difference in participants’ evaluations of collectability of the 

accounts receivable.   

In the second experiment, JB manipulated within-participants source reliability (client’s 

credit manager vs. credit agency) and between participants base rate of uncollectibles (25% or 

75%) and order in which the case is presented (client’s credit manager first vs. credit agency 

first).  JB noted that “the average estimated probability of collection should be lower and the 

percent allowance for uncollectibles higher, when the base rate of uncollectibles is 75 percent 

versus 25 percent.”  Yet JB find a posterior odds base rate of receivables collection that is not 

different from one, indicating that auditors completely neglect base rates manipulated between-

participants.1  When the manipulation is done within participants and is thus more salient to each 

participant, the independent agency’s information is considered more reliable. 

Danos and Imhoff (DI) (1982) report on the experimental stage of a three-stage research 

project.  The objective of the experimental stage was to assess the effect of several important 

attributes on auditor evaluations of financial forecast reasonableness.  Examined attributes 

included manager forecast accuracy, manager forecast bias, forecasted increase in net income, 

and sensitivity of forecasts to industry sales and company market share.  Note that in this setting, 

forecast accuracy and bias each reflect manager competence and trustworthiness.  Arguably 

1 See Nelson (1994) for review of literature on learning and application of frequency knowledge in audit judgment. 
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forecast accuracy reflects predominantly competence and forecast bias reflects predominantly 

trustworthiness.  DI find that audit managers and partners used in the experiment weight 

management’s past accuracy at making financial forecasts as the most important factor when 

evaluating the reasonableness of current forecasts, while surprisingly client manager bias as the 

least important factor. 

Bernardi (1994) uses audit seniors and managers to examine how client trustworthiness 

(integrity), competence, auditor’s cognitive style affect fraud detection. Bernardi used an 

experimental setting where a restaurant materially overstated its inventory. The subjects were 

randomly assigned to one of three groups in which the client trustworthiness (integrity) and 

competence were manipulated to the same level simultaneously.  Auditors in each group 

received information indicating that the client’s trustworthiness  and competence are both high or 

both low.  Auditors in control group received no information about trustworthiness and 

competence.  The results show that client trustworthiness and competence factors affect fraud 

detection only for the audit managers who have high-moral-development cognitive styles. 

Hirst (1994) uses experienced auditors to explore auditor sensitivity to source 

competence and objectivity (trustworthiness) in an analytical review task.  In this experimental 

setting, participating auditors evaluate explanations for unexpected differences detected during 

the preliminary analytical review phase.  Hirst manipulated competence by describing the 

evidence source as either “a specialist in the retail and entertainment industries with excellent 

technical ability” (high competence) or “a specialist in the banking and insurance industries with 

below average technical ability” (low competence).  Hirst manipulated objectivity 

(trustworthiness) by describing the source as either “another member of the audit firm” (high 

objectivity) or “the client CFO” (low objectivity).  Note that objectivity in this study is closely 
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related to trustworthiness – since another member of the audit team and the CFO differ in their 

incentives to provide biased information to auditors with the CFO having more such incentives 

than another auditor.  Thus, the more incentives the source has to provide biased information the 

less trustworthy the source will be viewed by the auditor.   Hirst finds that auditors are sensitive 

to both competence and trustworthiness. Consistent with prior research, Hirst finds that auditors 

view evidence reported by a more competent source as being more diagnostic than the same 

evidence reported by a less competent source. Hirst also finds similar result for evidence 

reported by more and less objective sources: higher objectivity of the source makes evidence 

more diagnostic. 

Haynes (1999) uses experienced state auditors to investigate how auditors evaluate 

evidence they receive from management in response to an inquiry.  Haynes manipulates context 

(abstract and audit) and experience (auditors and non-auditors) between participants while 

scenario and reliability/diagnosticity combinations within participants (high source 

reliability/low evidence diagnosticity and low source reliability/high evidence diagnosticity).  

Contrary to predictions, Haynes finds that auditors are more sensitive to source-related 

uncertainties than they are to evidence-related uncertainties in information provided by client 

management.  More specifically, auditors place more weight on management trustworthiness 

than on evidence competence (i.e., diagnosticity) in their judgments. 

Jenkins and Haynes (JH) (2003) use audit managers to investigate how client credibility 

affects auditor judgments about the need to disclose contingent liability and about the likelihood 

of collectability of accounts receivable.  JH manipulate credibility of client at marginal or high 

level, with each participant receiving either: “(1) a disclosure task involving a highly credible 

client and a measurement task involving a marginally credible client, or (2) a disclosure task 
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involving a marginally credible client and a measurement task involving a highly credible 

client.”  JH vary client credibility by information about the CFO’s compensation, CFO 

communication with the auditor, and attitude.  In marginally (highly) credible condition the 

auditors learned that the CFO had (did not have) an earnings-based bonus plan, had poor 

(excellent) communication with the auditors, and tended to error on the side of aggressiveness 

(conservatism).  Note that these factors speak to both trustworthiness and competence of the 

CFO: the two components of credibility.  JH do not find an effect of credibility on auditor 

judgment, indicating that auditors do not always reflect credibility perceptions in their judgment. 

Blaskovich and Mintchik (BM) (2009) use audit seniors, managers, and partners in an 

experiment to investigate how the involvement of an external consultant to assist SOX 

compliance efforts affects external auditors’ planning decisions given different levels of client 

credibility. BM manipulate management credibility (high or low) and the internal control 

consultants’ involvement (present or absent). In the high credibility management condition BM 

informed participants that “auditors’ inquiries of colleagues and supervisors do not reveal any 

significant concerns of the prior audit team about corporate management.”  BM manipulated the 

presence or absence of the internal control consultant by varying the presence of a sentence 

(present vs. absent) stating that the client had employed an internal control consulting firm “to 

assist in the preparation of management’s assessment of internal controls.” BM measure two 

dependent variables: degree of reliance on internal controls and total budgeted hours for accounts 

receivable for the current year. 

BM predict and find that use of a consultant by the client leads auditors to increase their 

reliance on client’s internal control and to reduce planned audit effort, but only when the client’s 

credibility is questionable.  Interestingly, engaging a consultant by a highly credible client causes 
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auditors to increase budgeted hours.  Potentially, this could indicate that use of consultants 

signals lack of client competence, so the perception about the client’s competence is decreased 

more when the prior perception was higher.  This explanation is consistent with the results 

reported by Maksymov (2014) in his supplemental experiment where he predicts and finds that 

an evaluatee’s insufficient preventive action affects perception of the evaluatee’s competence 

more when the prior perception is higher. 

Consequences of Both Competence and Trustworthiness Evaluation of Other Auditors 

Brown (1983) uses audit seniors and managers to examine factors considered important 

by independent auditors when evaluating how much they can rely on internal auditors.  Brown 

reports findings similar to those reported by Abdel-Khalik, Snowball, and Wragge (ASW) 

(1983).  The results indicate that across all audit experience levels trustworthiness 

(independence) and competence (quality of the previous years' audit work) are the primary 

factors auditors use in evaluating how much to rely on internal auditors.  Brown finds that when 

making planning judgments auditors place the most weight on trustworthiness. 

 Schneider (1984) uses audit managers to examine how external auditors use three factors 

noted in SAS No. 9 that are relevant to internal auditors (IA): IA competence, IA objectivity 

(trustworthiness), and IA quality of work.   Specifically, Schneider explored the following 

questions: (a) how do auditors combine information relevant to these three factors in making 

their judgments about IA; (b) what level of importance do auditors assign to each of these three 

factors; (c) what combinations of the factor levels do auditors view as indicating strong or weak 

IA; and (d) what is the level of consensus among auditors in their judgments.  In order to 

measure competence Schneider used questions inquiring whether the following were satisfactory 

for each profile of IA: instruction and supervision, knowledge of client operations, educational 
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background, audit experience, and training and hiring practices.  In order to measure objectivity 

(trustworthiness), Schneider used questions inquiring about the following: top management 

support of IA department, level to which IA reports within the organization, level to which IA is 

administratively responsible, indication of independence by the IA reports, and internal auditors 

being free from duties that conflict with their role as internal auditors.  In order to assess work 

quality, Schneider used questions inquiring about the following: IA procedures for review of 

reports and working papers, quantity and quality of working papers, use and quality of audit 

programs, scope of internal audits, and quality of reports.  Schneider found that most auditors 

evaluate internal auditors by combining these factors and that auditors view competence as the 

second most important factor after work.  Interestingly, auditors viewe competence as being 

more important than objectivity (trustworthiness), contrary to the findings of Brown (1983).   

 In a related work, Schneider (1985) uses audit managers to examine the relationship 

between auditor reliance decisions and evaluations of IA strength.  In the first part of experiment 

auditors provided evaluations of strength for 16 profiles of a hypothetical IA department based 

on three factors defined in Schneider (1984): competence, objectivity, and work.  First, auditors 

ranked these profiles on strength, and then evaluated the extent to which they would rely on each 

IA department in conducting an audit.  Schneider (1985) confirms the findings of Schneider 

(1984) by finding that auditors tend to view competence as more important than trustworthiness 

in their reliance judgments on IA work.  Schneider also finds that trustworthiness and 

competence have a positive relationship with auditor reliance decision, and that there is a 

moderate degree of consensus among the auditors. 

 Margheim (1986) complements Schneider (1984, 1985) by using CPA’s to examine 

whether external auditors change the nature and extent of audit work in response to reliance on 
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IA and the extent to which this reliance relates to IA competence, work quality, and objectivity 

(trustworthiness).  Margheim manipulated the levels of competence and work performance 

simultaneously by varying the information auditors receive about IA as indicating high vs. low 

education levels, department strength, and quality of performing specific tasks relevant to 

accounts receivable.  Margheim varied objectivity level by providing information indicating that 

IA are independent from vs. dependent on department heads for approvals of IA 

recommendations.  The results indicate that external auditors reduce budgeted audit hours when 

the internal auditors have a high level of competence and work quality, but they do not change 

the nature and extent of audit tests in response to variations in internal auditor objectivity 

(trustworthiness).  

Messier and Schneider (MS) (1988) use audit supervisors and managers to examine how 

external auditors evaluate IA function. First, MS use prior research and Big 8 audit managers to 

develop a hierarchy of the attributes that auditors consider in evaluating IA function.  MS then 

conduct the experiment and find that the in evaluating IA function auditors weight competence 

of the internal auditors more  than objectivity (trustworthiness) and work quality of the internal 

auditors.  The finding that auditors view competence as more important than trustworthiness in 

evaluating IA function is contrary to Brown (1983), but consistent to Schneider (1984, 1985). 

Summary 

 Research examining consequences of competence and trustworthiness evaluation of 

client managers has provided helpful insights about how these factors affect auditor judgment.  

Information is trusted more when the difference in trustworthiness of the sources providing it is 

made salient.  Auditors view manager competence in forecasting (past accuracy) as the most 

important factor in evaluating the reasonableness of managers’ forecasts.  Client integrity 
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(trustworthiness) and competence have no effect on the auditors' ability to detect fraud unless 

managers have a high level of moral development.  Auditors increase their reliance on client’s 

internal control and reduce planned audit effort when a client uses a consultant, but only when 

the client has questionable credibility.  Surprisingly, auditors increase budgeted hours when a 

highly credible client engages external consultants.  Lower credibility prompts auditors to ask for 

additional evidence.  Auditors place more weight on manager trustworthiness (integrity) than on 

evidence diagnosticity.   

Diagnosticity has a positive relationship with both competence and trustworthiness.  

Overall, competence and trustworthiness of internal auditors have a significant effect on auditor 

reliance judgment, with competence being viewed as more important than trustworthiness.  This 

tendency could be in part because internal auditors are less likely to be biased than the client 

managers and so integrity is less of a concern with internal managers.  Notably, auditors reduce 

audit hours in response to higher competence of internal auditors, indicating that auditors have 

incentives to be conservative in assessing internal auditors’ competence in order to avoid 

reducing audit hours when it is not warranted. 

Directions for Future Research 

Future research could examine why auditors do not always reflect their understanding of 

the effects of competence and trustworthiness in their decisions and what factors could aid 

auditor attendance to competence and trustworthiness in their judgment.  Research could also 

examine why in some settings auditors overreact to perceived competence and how to minimize 

this overreaction.  No research has examined manager awareness of benefits from favorable view 

of their competence and trustworthiness by auditors.  Future research could also examine 
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whether managers are aware that they may be punished by the auditors for attempting and failing 

to prevent a problem such as an internal control deficiency.    

COSO’s recent Integrated Framework on Internal Control highlights the importance of 

competence and management’s integrity (i.e., trustworthiness) for effective control systems.  

Research is needed to examine effects of perceived competence and trustworthiness on auditor 

evaluations of internal controls.  In sum, more research is needed to examine how perceived 

competence and trustworthiness of the client management, other auditors, and other parties 

relevant to audit affect auditor judgment and behavior. 
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Table 2 
Consequences of Credibility 

STUDY FOCUS SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 

KEY RESULTS 
(CONSEQUENCES) 

Danos and 
Imhoff 1983 

Competence/ 
Manager 

81 auditors (13 years of 
experience) 

Several factors: the importance of forecast system 
structure (decentralized/centralized), primary sales 
estimation method (formal model/series of meetings), 
typical results of forecast revision process (relatively 
high/relatively low), role of forecast accuracy in 
reward structure (directly important/indirectly 
important), forecast track record (historical accuracy 
of forecasts), forecast benchmark (the percentage 
increase in forecasted net income over the prior year’s 
actual income), reward structure, and the measure of 
forecast adjustment during revision. 

Auditor evaluation of 
the reasonableness of 
managers’ financial 
forecasts 

Forecast track record is used by auditors 
more than any other examined variable in 
evaluating management’s forecasts 

Rebele et al 
1988 

Competence/ 
Manager 

70 auditors (2-4 years 
of audit experience) 

Competence of management: management is 
described as having high expertise (high) or low 
expertise (low) 

Auditor weighing of 
evidence from 
management 

Auditors place more weight on evidence 
from management when preparer of that 
information is described as having high 
competence. 

Cohen and 
Kida 1989 

Competence/ 
Manager 

50 audit seniors and 46 
audit managers 

Reliability of data: internal control system was 
described as being strong (high) or weak (low) 

Audit planning 
judgments 

Control reliability significantly affected 
the extent of auditor modifications to 
planned audit work: auditors budgeted 
more audit time when internal control 
system was described as weak.  
Interestingly, audit seniors were more 
sensitive to control reliability, increasing 
planned audit work more than the audit 
managers in response to the control system 
being weak 

Knechel and 
Messier 
1990 

Competence/ 
Manager 

92 auditors (averaging 
3.65 years of audit 
experience) 

Credit manager reliability: credit manager is correct 
90 percent of the time (high) or 50 percent of the time 
(low) 

Choice of which 
evidence to examine 
and revisions 

Auditors choose to examine more reliable 
evidence and that when reliability of the 
chosen evidence is higher auditors are 
more likely to revise their initial 
judgments about allowance for doubtful 
accounts. 

Anderson, 
Koonce, and 
Marchant 
1994 

Competence/ 
Manager 

119 auditors (averaging 
74 months of audit 
experience) 

Competence level: assistant controller had limited 
(low) and extensive training and experience (high) 

Reliability of 
explanation 

Auditors view manager’s explanation as 
being more reliable when they believe that 
the manager is more competent.   Timing 
of when auditors learn about the 
manager’s competence does not affect 
their assessments of explanation 
reliability. 
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STUDY FOCUS SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 

KEY RESULTS 
(CONSEQUENCES) 

Goodwin 
and Trotman 
1996 

Competence/ 
Manager 

57 audit directors and 
managers (averaging 12 
years of audit 
experience) 

Competence of asset valuer (high vs. low) Audit effort planning 
and expected 
acceptance of asset 
revaluation 

When valuer’s competence is lower 
auditors plan to spend more time on 
auditing the revalued assets and predict 
that they are less likely to conclude that 
the valuations are reasonable  

Bamber 
1983 

Competence/ 
Other auditor 

35 audit managers Reliability of audit senior’s procedure performance 
(high or low) 

Evaluation of the 
client’s internal 
control system 

Auditors were more sensitive to the 
manipulation of source reliability than the 
model predicted.  Relative to the model’s 
predictions, most audit managers 
excessively discounted the information's 
diagnosticity when audit senior’s 
reliability was lower. 

Caster and 
Pincus 1996 

Trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

195 audit seniors 
(average of 3.2 years of 
audit experience) 

Participants are informed that the review was 
performed using an outside source of evidence (i.e., 
Dun and Bradstreet's credit ratings) or using an 
internal source of evidence (i.e., the client's credit 
manager). 

Likelihood of 
auditors requiring an 
audit adjustment 

When evidence is more reliable (comes 
from a credit agency rather than the 
client), the auditors are more likely to 
require an adjustment 

Peecher 
1996 

Trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

106 auditors from Big 
Six accounting firms 
(averaging 3 years of 
auditing experience) 

Integrity (trustworthiness) of client management JDM of auditors Higher integrity is associated with larger 
effect of justifiee preferences on auditors’ 
judgments when auditors have incentives 
to accept the client’s desired conclusion.  
When integrity is low there is no effect of 
justifiee preferences.   
 

Goodwin 
1999 

Trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

50 audit staff, based in 
Singapore (averaging 
3.1 years of experience) 

Scenario 1 (source integrity): a lawyer acting for the 
client in a lawsuit concerning patent infringement 
provided evidence that was either consistent (high 
integrity) or inconsistent (low integrity) with evidence 
obtained from within the client 
 
Scenario 2 (management integrity): evidence provided 
by management was either consistent (high integrity) 
or inconsistent (low integrity) with other evidence 
obtained from within the client 

Auditor judgment 
about what 
accounting treatment 
is required 

Auditors’ judgments are more unfavorable 
and they recommend a more conservative 
accounting treatment when management 
trustworthiness is lower. 

Peterson and 
Wong-on-
Wing 2000 

Trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

93 audit seniors 
(averaging 3.3 years of 
audit experience) 

Trustworthiness of explanation: an explanation for a 
fluctuation that comes from either the client (low 
trustworthiness) or an audit supervisor (high 

Auditor choice of 
tests 

No effect of trustworthiness on auditor 
judgment.  This result indicates that 
auditors may not always be sensitive to 
trustworthiness characteristics of the 
evidence. 
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STUDY FOCUS SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 

KEY RESULTS 
(CONSEQUENCES) 

Abdel-
Khalik et al 
1983 

Trustworthiness/ 
Other auditor 

59 audit seniors and 
managers (averaging 8 
years of audit 
experience) 

Objectivity, use of internal audit staff in reviews of 
changes in EDP applications, the use of an integrated 
audit facility, the use of generalized audit software, 
and the use of test data.  ASW vary objectivity by the 
level to which internal auditors report within the 
organization (controller vs. the corporate audit 
committee), with higher level indicating greater 
independence and therefore objectivity.  ASW vary 
the other factors by specifying whether IA department 
uses or doesn’t use them.   

Planning judgments Of the five factors examined only 
trustworthiness (i.e., objectivity) affected 
audit hours planned for compliance and for 
substantive testing.  Trustworthiness was 
also the most important factor in 
determining external auditor reliance on 
IA department. 

DeZoort et 
al 2001 

Trustworthiness/ 
Other auditor 

76 auditors from Big 
Five public accounting 
firm 

Internal auditor compensation (fixed salary vs. 
incentive-based compensation), the kind of work 
internal auditors routinely perform (primarily auditing 
vs. primarily consulting), and subjectivity of audit 
task (tests of controls, a low subjectivity task vs. 
inventory valuation, a high subjectivity task). 

Reliance on internal 
auditors 

Compensation type affects auditor time 
budgets only for the subjective task: 
incentive compensation results in higher 
budgeted audit hours.  Though consulting 
role affects perceived internal auditor 
objectivity, it does not affect external 
auditor reliance, leading to higher 
budgeted hours only when incentive 
compensation is also available. 

Joyce and 
Biddle 1981 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

Study 1: 50 auditors (4 
years of experience on 
average) 
 
 
 
Study 2: 132 auditors 
(95% had one or two 
years of audit 
experience) 

Study 1: Between-participants reliability of evidence 
source: auditors were told that false positives rate was 
high (low reliability) or low (high reliability) 
 
Study 2: Between-participants reliability as in study 1 
and within-participants base rate of uncollectibles 
(25% or 75%) and order in which the case is 
presented (client’s credit manager first vs. credit 
agency first) 
 

Studies 1 and 2: 
Evaluations of 
collectability of 
accounts receivable 

Study 1: No effect of competence 
(reliability) on auditor judgments about 
collectability of accounts receivable. 
 
Study 2: A posterior odds base rate of 
receivables collection is not different from 
one, indicating that auditors completely 
neglect base rates manipulated between-
participants.  When the manipulation is 
done within participants and is thus more 
salient to each participant, the independent 
agency’s information is considered more 
reliable. 

Danos and 
Imhoff 1982 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

42 audit partners and 
managers (averaging 
13.8 years experience in 
public accounting) 

Examined attributes included manager forecast 
accuracy, manager forecast bias, forecasted increase 
in net income, and sensitivity of forecasts to industry 
sales and company market share. 

Auditor evaluation of 
the reasonableness of 
managers’ financial 
forecasts 

Auditors weight management’s past 
accuracy at making financial forecasts as 
the most important factor when evaluating 
the reasonableness of current forecasts (as 
compared to other competence factors and 
environmental factors).  Client manager 
bias is viewed the least important factor. 
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STUDY FOCUS SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 

KEY RESULTS 
(CONSEQUENCES) 

Bernardi 
1994 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

342 audit seniors and 
152 audit managers 

Client integrity and competence (high, low, and 
control) 

Reliance on internal 
control and planning 
judgments 

Client trustworthiness and competence 
factors affect fraud detection only for the 
audit managers who have high-moral-
development cognitive styles. 
 

Hirst 1994 Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

101 auditors (averaging 
56.5 months audit 
experience) 

Competence: specialist (high) vs. non-specialist (low) 
 
Objectivity (trustworthiness): source is a member of 
audit team (high) vs. client CFO (low) 

Evidence 
diagnosticity 

Auditors view evidence reported by a 
more competent source as being more 
diagnostic than the same evidence reported 
by a less competent source. Similarly, 
higher objectivity of the source makes 
evidence more diagnostic 

Haynes 
1999 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

78 auditors from a large 
State Auditor’s Office 
(average of 7.7 years of 
experience). 

Context (abstract and audit) and experience (auditors 
and non-auditors) were manipulated between subjects 
while scenario, high source reliability/low evidence 
diagnosticity and low source reliability/high evidence 
diagnosticity, was varied within subjects 

Importance of 
management integrity 
and evidence 
diagnosticity 

Auditors place more weight on 
management trustworthiness than on 
evidence competence (i.e., diagnosticity). 
in their judgments. 

Jenkins and 
Haynes 
2003 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

64 audit managers (40 
Big 5 averaging 9.02 
years of experience and 
24 were non-Big-5 
averaging 7.90 years) 

Client credibility was manipulated at marginal or high 
level, with each participant receiving either: “(1) a 
disclosure task involving a highly credible client and a 
measurement task involving a marginally credible 
client, or (2) a disclosure task involving a marginally 
credible client and a measurement task involving a 
highly credible client.” 

Auditor judgments 
about the need to 
disclose contingent 
liability and about 
collectability of 
accounts receivable. 

No effect of credibility on auditor 
judgments about the need to disclose 
contingent liability or collectability of 
accounts receivable, indicating that 
auditors do not always reflect credibility 
perceptions in their judgment. 

Blaskovich 
and 
Mintchik 
2009 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Manager 

63 audit seniors, 
managers, and partners 

Management credibility (high or low) and the IC 
consultants’ involvement (present or absent) 

Reliance on client’s 
internal control on a 
4-point scale 
(4=high, 3=moderate, 
2=low or 1=no 
reliance) and 
budgeted audit hours 

Use of a consultant by the client leads 
auditors to increase their reliance on 
client’s internal control and to reduce 
planned audit effort, but only when the 
client’s credibility is questionable.  
Engaging a consultant by a highly credible 
client causes auditors to increase budgeted 
hours. 

Brown 1983 Competence and 
Trustworthiness/ 
Other auditor 

101 audit seniors and 
managers from four 
“Big Eight” CPA firms 
(54 were audit seniors 
with 3-7 years of 
experience and 47 were 
audit managers with 
more than 7 years of 
experience in public 
accounting) 

Six characteristics of internal audit function 
manipulated across 48 scenarios.  The six factors 
addressed training, independence (trustworthiness), 
work quality, certification, follow-up quality, and 
supervision quality. 

Auditor planning 
judgments 

Across all audit experience levels 
trustworthiness (independence) and 
competence (quality of the previous years' 
audit work) are the primary factors 
auditors use in evaluating how much to 
rely on internal auditors.  Auditors place 
the most weight on trustworthiness. 
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STUDY FOCUS SUBJECTS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 

KEY RESULTS 
(CONSEQUENCES) 

Schneider 
1984 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Other auditor 

24 experienced auditors 
(mostly audit managers, 
averaging 9 years of 
public accounting 
experience) 

Competence, objectivity (trustworthiness), and work 
quality measured via several questions for each 
category questions. 

Auditor weighing of 
factors (competence, 
objectivity, or work) 
in reliance on IA 

Most auditors evaluate internal auditors by 
combining these factors and view 
competence as the second most important 
factor after work.  Interestingly, auditors 
view competence as being more important 
than objectivity (trustworthiness), contrary 
to the findings of Brown (1983). 

Schneider 
1985 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Other auditor 

17 audit managers, 2 
principals, and 1 
supervisor 

Sixteen profiles of IA departments, based on 
competence, objectivity (trustworthiness), and work 
quality 

Ranking of IA 
profiles in terms of 
strength and decision 
to rely on IA 

Auditors tend to view competence as more 
important than trustworthiness in their 
reliance judgments on IA work.  IA 
competence and trustworthiness have a 
positive relationship with auditor reliance 
decision, and there is a moderate degree of 
consensus among the auditors. 

Margheim 
1986 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Other auditor 

1,000 CPA’s from Big 
Eight accounting firms 
(three or more years of 
AICPA membership) 

Competence and work performance manipulated 
simultaneously via the information auditors receive 
about IA as indicating high vs. low education levels, 
department strength, and quality of performing 
specific tasks relevant to accounts receivable.  
Objectivity level manipulated via the information 
indicating that IA are independent from vs. dependent 
on department heads for approvals of IA 
recommendations. 

Nature and extent of 
audit procedures and 
relation of reliance to 
IA competence, work 
quality, and 
objectivity 
(trustworthiness) 

External auditors reduce budgeted audit 
hours when the internal auditors have a 
high level of competence and work 
quality, but they do not change the nature 
and extent of audit tests in response to 
variations in internal auditor objectivity 
(trustworthiness). 
 

Messier and 
Schneider 
1988 

Competence and 
trustworthiness/ 
Other auditor 

22 audit supervisors and 
managers 

Measured competence, objectivity (trustworthiness), 
and work of IA 

Weighting of 
competence, 
objectivity, and work 
in evaluating IA 

In evaluating IA function auditors weight 
competence of the internal auditors more  
than objectivity (trustworthiness) and work 
quality of the internal auditors, consistent 
with Schneider (1984, 1985). 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION OF SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 The research on determinants and consequences of perceived credibility in audit settings 

is in its infancy.  I have identified only 10 studies examining determinants and 25 examining 

consequences of perceived credibility in audit settings.  In the framework in Figure 1 I suggest it 

is useful to view this literature in terms of determinants and consequences of the components of 

credibility: competence and trustworthiness, both when assessing credibility of a client manager 

and of another auditor.  A client manager has different incentives than another auditor to present 

biased information, so determinants and consequences of various factors with regards to 

perceived credibility may differ depending on whether the evaluatee is a client manager or 

another auditor.2   

It’s puzzling that this research hasn’t grown much over the last 30 years, with many areas 

still not being researched.  Particularly puzzling is the absence of research on factors affecting 

trustworthiness, while 7 of the 35 reviewed studies examine and find significant consequences of 

trustworthiness of other auditors on auditor judgment.   Thus, a promising direction for future 

research is to examine determinants of trustworthiness of other auditors.  It is also unclear why 

the number of studies examining determinants of credibility is so much smaller (10) than the 

number of studies examining consequences of credibility (25).  Potentially, this is because it is 

somewhat less clear how to identify and examine potential determinants of credibility than to 

identify potential consequences of credibility for research purposes.  I hope this review assists 

2 For example, managers have incentives to report favorable results (e.g., see Cheng and Warfield 2005) while 
auditors have incentives to persuade their superiors that their conclusions are correct (e.g., see Rich, Solomon, and 
Trotman 1997). 
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academics in identifying for future research both the determinants and the consequences of 

credibility. 

Another promising direction for future research is extension of extant studies to consider 

auditor-manager and auditor-other-auditor interactions.  For example, Maksymov (2014) 

suggests that managers are discouraged by auditors from proactively attempting to improve 

internal controls.  Future work could examine whether auditor judgments about manager 

competence affect manager behavior.    

Auditor perception of competence and trustworthiness of the parties related to audit 

settings is vital to effectiveness and efficiency of audits.  Underestimated perception of 

management’s and internal auditors’ competence or trustworthiness could lead to inefficient 

audits, while overestimation could lead to overreliance on management’s representations and 

IA’s work, potentially resulting in ineffective audits.  Similarly, overconfidence in colleagues’ 

competence, as reported by all studies examining this subject, could lead to ineffective audits.  I 

hope this review and the suggested framework aid academics in identifying directions for future 

research to extend our understanding of the determinants and consequences of credibility of 

managers and other auditors. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

Evaluation of managerial competence is a critical component of auditing.  For example, 

auditing guidance requires auditors to assess competence of personnel who perform controls 

and of personnel who monitor performance of internal controls (PCAOB 2007, AS5, par 46-47), 

and COSO’s 2013 Framework emphasized manager competence as one of the vital components 

of effective control systems (COSO 2013).  Since audit firms tend to audit their clients for 

several sequential years (Brooks, Cheng, and Reichelt 2013; Johnson, Khurana, and Reynolds 

2002), auditors have ongoing opportunities to update their assessments of manager competence. 

In this part of my dissertation I examine how two factors common to audit settings 

interact to affect auditor assessments of manager competence after control failure occurs.  The 

factors are: (1) prior auditor communication to the manager about the potential for control 

failure and (2) prior manager action to prevent control failure.  I examine audit communication 

because auditors can choose whether to communicate to managers their concerns about 

potential control weaknesses.  Anecdotal evidence indicates that auditors avoid communicating 

non-required information to their clients (see e.g., O’Sullivan 2008), and auditing standards 

only require that auditors communicate control issues that are designated as control deficiencies, 

significant deficiencies, or material weaknesses (PCAOB 2007).  However, AICPA guidance 

explicitly encourages auditors to communicate non-required information, pointing out that such 

auditor communications can help managers improve their control systems (AICPA 2008).  I 

examine the effects of manager action because managers can choose whether to act proactively 

to improve controls, particularly in circumstances in which a control deficiency has not been 
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identified previously by the auditor, and manager actions could affect auditors’ assessments of 

their competence.  

I draw on the Culpable Control Model (CCM; Alicke 2000; Lagnado and Channon, 

2008; Shaver 1985) to predict that prior auditor communication about a potential control failure 

and prior management action to improve controls will interact to affect auditors’ assessments of 

various dimensions of management competence.  In my adaptation of CCM, auditors start with 

a relatively high belief about management competence and then modify that belief based on the 

information they have available.  Prior communication and prior action affect whether auditors 

adjust their prior belief because they affect what the auditor can infer about management 

competence. Specifically, I predict that when auditors previously communicated the potential 

for control failure to the manager, they will view the manager as more willing to act when the 

manager previously attempted to improve controls than when the manager made no prior 

attempt.  I also predict that, when auditors did not previously communicate the potential for 

control failure to the manager, they will view the manager as having a better understanding of 

how to improve controls when the manager did not previously attempt to improve controls than 

when the manager previously acted unsuccessfully to improve controls.  If supported, these 

interactions would combine to render managers appearing more competent if they acted to 

improve controls given prior auditor communication and if they didn’t act to improve controls 

absent prior auditor communication. 

I test my predictions in the context of auditors identifying an error during substantive 

testing and concluding that the error arose due to a deviation in internal control.  When auditors 

detect errors during substantive testing they are required to assess the impact of those errors on 

internal control, determining whether the errors arose due to a control deficiency and assessing 
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the severity of the deficiency (PCAOB 2007).  Indeed, prior research indicates that material 

control weaknesses are more likely to be identified as a result of auditors first identifying an 

error through substantive testing and then assessing the weakness of controls that allowed the 

error (Brian and Weber 2012; Gramling et al. 2013; Kinney et al. 2008).   

To operationalize this setting, 108 audit seniors from two Big-Four accounting firms 

assume the role of the audit senior during a hypothetical audit and evaluate competence of the 

client’s manager who is responsible for internal control.  I manipulate two variables in a 2 x 2 

between-participants design: whether the client’s manager implemented a compensating control, 

and whether the auditor previously communicated to the manager the potential for the control 

failure before the failure occurred.  Participants assess two components of the manager’s 

competence: the manager’s understanding of how to improve internal control and the manager’s 

willingness to take the necessary action.  Participants then provide other data which allow me to 

consider an alternative explanation for my results based on counterfactual reasoning theory 

(Gleicher et al 1990).   

Results support the predicted interactions between auditor communication and manager 

action on auditors’ assessments of both management understanding and manager willingness to 

act.  When auditors previously communicated the potential for control failure to the manager, 

they view the manager as more willing to act when the manager previously attempted to 

improve controls than when the manager made no prior attempt.  When auditors did not 

previously communicate the potential for control failure, they view the manager as having a 

better understanding of how to improve controls when the manager did not previously attempt 

to improve controls than when the manager previously acted unsuccessfully to improve 

controls.   
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My first experiment held constant that the auditor had a high prior belief regarding the 

manager’s competence.  In a supplementary experiment I use a more general evaluation context 

(specifically, evaluation of a house builder’s competence) and obtain 163 participants using 

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (mTurk) website.  Results further confirm my predictions, as a 

lower prior perception of an evaluatee’s competence causes evaluators to give less benefit of the 

doubt to an evaluatee who doesn’t make an attempt to address a potential problem.  Results and 

debriefing data in both experiments do not support explanations based on counterfactual 

reasoning theory from the psychology literature, which predicts that a preventive attempt, such 

as a manager’s implementation of the compensating control, will always be viewed as being 

worse than absence of any attempt. 

My findings have implications for audit practitioners and regulators.  My results indicate 

that auditor communication helps auditors to make a more informed assessment of manager’s 

competence, in addition to providing helpful information to the manager.  Lack of auditor 

communication about potential control failures may produce the unintended consequences of 

auditors assessing manager competence higher than is warranted and discouraging managers 

from proactively improving internal controls under some circumstances.  My findings support 

the AICPA’s encouragement that auditors communicate to managers about potential control 

failures under conditions in which they are not currently required to do so.  Regulators such as 

the PCAOB may consider finding ways to reduce auditors’ concerns about making such 

communications. 

My findings also have implications for the growing accounting literature on internal 

control (e.g., see Asare, Fitzerald, Graham, Joe, Negangard, and Wolfe 2013 for review).  This 

literature provides evidence that auditor evaluation of internal control is affected by factors such 
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as auditor perception of manager intent to mitigate the problem (e.g., Wolfe, Mauldin, and Diaz 

2009), strength of the overall control environment (e.g., Gramling, O’Donnell, and Vandervelde 

2010), and presence of an error (e.g., Bedard and Graham 2011).  My study contributes to this 

literature by examining factors that affect auditor evaluation of manager competence in a setting 

of internal control over financial reporting.  My study also examines the effect of another 

important aspect of the internal control audit environment – auditor communication about 

potential control failures – on auditor judgment.  My findings show that such communication is 

important in part because it encourages proactive efforts by management to improve controls 

while also improving auditors’ competence assessments. 
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CHAPTER 6 

BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES 

I first discuss auditor responsibilities regarding the evaluation of manager competence, 

and then discuss auditor/manager communications about potential control failures.  I then adapt 

the Culpable Control Model (CCM; Alicke 2000; Lagnado and Channon, 2008; Shaver 1985) to 

predict the effects of auditor communication and manager action on auditor assessment of two 

aspects of manager competence: manager understanding of how to improve internal controls 

and manager willingness to act to improve them. 

6.1 Auditor Evaluation of Manager Competence 

Prior literature examines auditor assessment of manager competence.  This literature 

reports that auditors rely more on information provided by more competent client managers 

(e.g., Hirst 1994; Rebele, Heintz, and Briden 1988; Knechel and Messier 1990) and decrease 

audit hours when client competence is higher (e.g., Margheim 1986, Goodwin and Trotman 

1996).3   

COSO’s Framework explains that manager competence is important because an 

effective system of internal control is based on the manager’s use of judgment.  COSO’s 

Framework defines manager competence as follows: “Competence is the qualification to carry 

out assigned responsibilities.  It requires relevant skills and expertise, which are gained largely 

from professional experience, training, and certifications.  It is expressed in the attitude, 

knowledge and behavior of individuals as they carry out their responsibilities” (COSO 2013).  

3 Specifically, Hirst (1994) finds that auditors consider evidence provided by more competent managers to be more 
diagnostic.  Rebele et. al. (1988) find that auditors place more reliance on information when it was developed by a 
more expert client employee.  Knechel and Messier (1990) find that auditors prefer to examine evidence coming 
from a more competent client manager.  Margheim (1986) finds that auditors decrease audit hours when they 
perceive internal auditors to be more competent.  Goodwin and Trotman (1996) find that auditors plan longer audits 
and are less likely to accept client’s conclusions when the client preparer is less competent.  
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For the purposes of this study, I focus on two distinct components of competence that are 

implicit in this definition: manager understanding of how to improve internal controls and 

willingness to act to improve them.  Manager understanding encompasses managerial 

knowledge.  Manager willingness encompasses managerial attitude and behavior. 

In order to assess the potential that specific controls will fail, auditing guidance requires 

auditors to assess competence of personnel who perform controls and monitor performance of 

those controls (PCAOB 2007, AS5, par 46-47), with lower competence indicating a greater 

potential that these controls will fail.  More specific to the setting I am examining, low 

competence could be detrimental to the effectiveness of an internal control, particularly when 

the manager in question monitors effectiveness of internal control and is responsible for having 

the understanding and willingness to address potential control problems.   

Control failure can also lead auditors to revise their assessments of manager 

competence.  Consider a setting common to audits – an auditor believes that the manager 

overseeing controls is reasonably competent and then detects an error arising from a control 

deviation (see Asare et al 2013).  This setting naturally would cause the auditor to consider 

revising her evaluation of the manager’s competence.  My study examines how those 

competence assessments are affected by two variables: auditor communication and manager 

action. 

6.2 Auditor Communication about Potential Control Failures to Client Managers 

Most auditing engagements repeat for many years (see e.g., Johnson et al 2002; Brooks 

et al 2012), so auditors have the opportunity to communicate both formally and informally 

with client personnel.  Auditors are required to communicate with clients regarding control 

issues that are designated as control deficiencies, significant deficiencies, or material 
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weaknesses (PCAOB 2007), and AICPA guidance also explicitly encourages auditors to 

communicate with clients regarding less severe control issues, as such auditor communications 

can help managers improve their control systems (AICPA 2008).  However, anecdotal 

evidence indicates that auditors avoid communicating non-required information to their 

clients, perhaps because auditors are concerned that they will be held more responsible for 

following up on a problem if they communicate about it to their clients (e.g., Coffee 2004; 

Golden, Skalak, and Clayton 2006). 

In addition to helping managers improve control systems, a more subtle advantage of 

auditor communication of relatively minor control problems is that communication increases the 

amount of information about manager competence that the auditor can infer from the absence of 

a managerial action to address the control problems.  I use CCM to make predictions regarding 

how auditor communication and manager action interact to affect auditor assessment of manager 

competence. 

6.3 Effects of Auditor Communication and Manager Action 

The Culpable Control Model (CCM; Alicke 2000; Lagnado and Channon, 2008; Shaver 

1985) is useful for understanding how people evaluate agents whose actions caused negative 

events.   As part of this evaluation, CCM considers agents’ foresight that their actions may 

cause negative events to occur and their intent to cause negative events.  For example, consider 

a case in which a wife overdosed her husband’s medication and the husband died from a heart 

attack (see e.g., Lagnado and Channon, 2008).  In this case, evaluators assess the extent to 

which the wife’s actions caused her husband’s death, which includes evaluating whether she 

knew that her action could have a negative outcome and whether she intended to produce that 
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outcome.  Fundamental to CCM is that evaluators will base this evaluation on reasonable 

inferences given the information available to the evaluators. 

CCM provides a useful perspective when predicting how auditors update their 

assessments of management competence based on new information.4  A key distinction 

between the internal control context and the standard context in CCM is that the manager who 

oversees controls typically is not the cause of control failures.  Rather, the manager is supposed 

to prevent control failures by creating a strong internal control system.  To perform that task 

competently, a manager needs to (1) be aware that a potential control failure may occur, (2) 

understand the nature of the potential control failure and (3) be willing to act to prevent that 

failure from occurring.  I view CCM’s foresight construct as encompassing both manager 

awareness and understanding, because managers who are aware of potential control failures and 

understand how to prevent them are equivalent to agents who foresee the potential effect of 

their actions.  I view CCM’s intent construct as encompassing manager willingness to act, 

because managers who are willing to act upon their understanding of how to improve internal 

control are equivalent to agents acting with intent to produce the outcomes they foresaw. 

A challenging aspect of competence assessment in the internal control auditing context 

is that the auditor may not know whether the manager was aware of a potential control problem.  

The auditor is better able to revise her assessment of the manager’s understanding and 

willingness to act if the auditor is sure that the manager was aware of the potential control 

failure to begin with.  I investigate the effects of two factors that affect whether the auditor 

knows that the manager was aware of a potential control failure: (1) prior communication by 

4 Prior psychology research has supported various aspects of CCM in numerous studies (e.g., Alicke, Buckingham, 
Zell, and Davis, 2008; Alicke and Rose 2012; Ames and Fiske 2013; Lagnado and Channon, 2008; Fincham and 
Jaspars, 1983).  In addition, a recent accounting study uses CCM to predict juror evaluations of auditor negligence 
(Backof 2012). 
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the auditor to the manager about a potential failure in internal control and (2) manager action 

to improve internal control.  I measure the effects of those factors on auditor assessments of 

manager understanding of the potential control failure and manager willingness to act upon it. 

I first propose hypotheses that describe the specific way in which those factors interact 

to affect auditor understanding and willingness to act.  Then I discuss the simple effects that 

make up those interactions.  As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the specific form of the 

interaction differs between these two dimensions of manager competence. 

H1:  Given a control failure occurred, auditors assess manager understanding of how 
to prevent control failure as higher when both (1) the auditor did not communicate 
previously about the potential control failure to the manager, and (2) the manager 
did not attempt to prevent the control failure. 

 
H2:  Given a control failure occurred, auditors assess manager willingness to act to 

prevent control failure as lower when both (1) the auditor communicated 
previously about the potential control failure to the manager, and (2) the manager 
did not attempt to prevent the control failure. 

 
I start by discussing simple effects on assessments of manager understanding to prevent 

control failure, and then discuss simple effects on assessments of manager willingness to 

prevent it.  
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Figure 2 
Experimental Design and Predictions – Assessment of Managers’  

Understanding of How to Improve Internal Control 

Auditor Communication: Did the 
auditor communicate about the 
potential for control failure to 
the manager during the prior 
year? 

Manager Action: Did the manager attempt to address the 
problem by instituting a compensating control? 

Yes No 

 
Yes 

Cell A 
Assessment of understanding 

is relatively low 

Cell B 
Assessment of understanding 

is relatively low 

 
No 

 

Cell C 
Assessment of understanding 

is relatively low 

Cell D 
Assessment of understanding 

is higher  
(default to  

favorable  prior belief) 
 

 
 
This figure illustrates the experimental design and predictions with respect to auditor 
assessment of manager’s understanding of how to improve internal control.  The cells 
correspond to the hypotheses as follows: 
H1: D>A~B~C 
H1a: D>C  
H1b: D>B 
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Figure 3 
Experimental Design and Predictions – Assessment of Managers’  

Willingness to Act to Improve Internal Control 

Auditor Communication: Did the 
auditor communicate about the 
potential for control failure to 
the manager during the prior 
year? 

Manager Action: Did the manager attempt to address the 
problem by instituting a compensating control? 

Yes No 

 
Yes 

Cell A 
Assessment of willingness  

is relatively high 

Cell B 
Assessment of willingness  

is lower  

 
No 

 

Cell C 
Assessment of willingness  

is relatively high 

Cell D 
Assessment of willingness  

is relatively high 
(default to  

favorable prior belief) 
 

 
 
This figure illustrates the experimental design and predictions with respect to auditor 
assessment of managers’ willingness to act to improve internal control.  The cells 
correspond to the hypotheses as follows: 
H2: B<A~C~D 
H2a: A>B  
H2b: D>B 
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Assessments of Manager Understanding 

To understand the form of the interaction that I predict, start by considering a setting in 

which an auditor holds a favorable prior belief regarding a manager’s understanding of how to 

improve internal control and willingness to act to improve internal control.  Also assume that 

the auditor has not previously communicated to the manager about the potential for a control 

failure.  A manager action to prevent the control problem conveys that the manager was aware 

about the potential for a control failure, so given that control failure occurred the auditor can 

unambiguously assess the manager as having low understanding of how to improve internal 

control.  However, a lack of action by the manager to address the control failure is more 

difficult for the auditor to interpret, because absent prior auditor communication or prior 

manager action the auditor cannot be sure that the manager was aware that the control problem 

existed or was willing to act to address it.   Therefore the auditor is more likely to default to 

the auditor’s relatively high prior belief regarding manager understanding (Figure 2, cell D).  

Overall, given no prior communication by the auditor about the potential for a control 

weakness, I predict a simple effect of management attempt (i.e., Figure 2 cell D > cell C).  

H1a: Given a control failure and that the auditor previously did not communicate the 
potential for a control failure to the manager, auditors’ assessments of manager 
understanding of how to improve internal control are higher when the manager 
did not attempt to implement a compensating control than when the manager did 
make an attempt.  

 
Now consider the same setting but assume the auditor previously communicated the 

potential for a control failure.  Previous auditor communication about the potential for a 

control failure (Figure 2, cells A and B) establishes that the manager was aware of the potential 

problem, so the auditor can attribute the failure by the manager to avert the problem to low 

understanding of what to do.  Specifically, if the manager acted to prevent the control failure, 
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and was unsuccessful in doing so, it is apparent that management did not understand what to 

do, and if the manager didn’t act, but was aware there was a control problem, either the 

manager didn’t understand what to do or was unwilling to act.  Thus, given that the auditor had 

previously communicated to the manager about the potential for a control failure, I do not 

predict a simple effect of manager action on auditor assessment of manager understanding 

(i.e., Figure 2 cell A ~ cell B). 

Comparing between the communication and non-communication settings, this rationale 

also leads me to predict a simple effect of prior communication given no prior attempt by the 

manager to prevent the potential control failure (i.e., Figure 2 cell B < cell D).  Given no prior 

attempt, prior communication conveys that the manager was aware of the control problem, 

while absence of prior communication does not. 

H1b: Given a control failure and that the manager did not attempt to implement a 
compensating control, auditors’ assessments of the manager’s understanding of 
how to improve internal control are lower when the auditors communicated about 
the potential for a control failure than when they did not communicate about this 
potential. 

 
Assessments of Manager Willingness to Act 

Once again consider the setting in which an auditor holds a favorable prior belief 

regarding a manager’s competence and the auditor previously had communicated to the 

manager about the potential for a control failure.  A manager attempt to prevent the potential 

control failure (Figure 3, cell A) conveys greater willingness to act to improve internal control 

than does a lack of manager attempt (Figure 3, cell B).  This reasoning leads me to predict a 

simple effect of manager action on auditor assessments of the manager’s willingness to act to 

prevent internal control, given prior auditor communication (i.e., Figure 3 cell B < cell A).       
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H2a: Given a control failure, and that the auditor previously communicated the 
potential for a control failure, auditors’ assessments of manager willingness to act 
to prevent internal control are higher when the manager attempted to implement a 
compensating control than when the manager did not make an attempt.  

 
Now consider the same setting but assume the auditor made no prior communication.  

A manager attempt (Figure 3, cell C) conveys willingness to act.  A lack of attempt (Figure 3, 

cell D) is harder for the auditor to interpret, because it could be due to the manager lacking 

awareness or understanding of the control problem.  Therefore, as with my prediction with 

respect to manager understanding, I do not predict a simple effect of manager attempt on 

auditors’ assessments of manager willingness to act (i.e., Figure 3 cell D ~ cell C). 

Comparing between the communication and non-communication settings, this rationale 

leads me to predict a simple effect of prior communication given no prior management attempt 

(i.e., Figure 3 cell B < cell D).  If the auditor previously communicated the potential for a 

control failure to the manager, the auditor is more likely to interpret a lack of an attempt to 

improve controls as indicating a lack of manager willingness to act to improve internal control 

than if no such prior communication by the auditor occurred. 

H2b: Given a control failure and that the manager did not attempt to implement a 
compensating control, auditors’ assessments of the manager’s willingness to act to 
improve internal control are lower when the auditors communicated about the 
potential for a control failure than when they did not communicate about this 
potential. 

Overall these hypotheses combine to suggest an interesting unintended consequence of 

lack of auditor communication to managers about potential control failures.  Given no 

communication, managers who do not act to proactively improve controls encourage auditors 

to give them the benefit of the doubt by defaulting to auditors’ prior assessments of manager 

competence.  Assuming that the auditor holds a positive view of the manager, this results in 

relatively high assessments of manager understanding and manager willingness to act.  On the 
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other hand, given prior communication by the auditor, lack of action by the manager results in 

lower assessments of manager understanding and manager willingness to act. 

6.4 Alternative Predictions 

 An alternative theory from the psychology literature, counterfactual reasoning (CFR) 

theory, also may apply in this setting and makes different predictions.  I discuss this theory 

below and indicate how I can assess whether it also accounts for my results. 

The CFR theory (Gleicher et al 1990; Sherman and McConnell 1995; Kahneman and 

Miller 1986; Roese 1997) predicts that actions and close outcomes (i.e., “near misses”) will 

prompt counterfactual thoughts of what could have been done differently to avert a problem, 

because actions and close outcomes make imagination of alternative outcomes easier.  

Consistent with the process underlying CFR theory’s predictions, accounting research finds 

that auditors assess a lower likelihood of a hypothesized cause of an unusual fluctuation in 

analytical review when they consider more alternative explanations, because considering more 

explanations increases the perceived likelihood of alternative explanations and therefore 

decreases the perceived likelihood of the hypothesized cause (Heiman 1990).  Also, a recent 

accounting study finds that jurors are more likely to judge auditors as negligent for failing to 

detect fraud when auditors identified a fraud risk and investigated for fraud compared to when 

auditors did not identify a fraud risk and made no investigation (Reffett 2010).  Consistent 

with CFR theory, that study finds that jurors focused more in the “near miss” case on what the 

auditors could have done differently to detect the fraud, and therefore had more negative 

feelings toward the auditors.   

In my setting, CFR theory would posit that auditor communication and manager action 

each should decrease auditors’ assessments of management competence (two main effects), 
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because each should increase the chance that the manager could have prevented the control 

failure and therefore make the control failure that occurred more of a “near miss” that 

encourages counterfactual thoughts.  Greater intensity of CFR should lead to more negative 

thoughts and less favorable judgments about the manager’s competence (see e.g., Reffett 2010).  

Therefore, CFR theory would predict two main effects in which auditor communication and 

manager action decreases assessments of manager understanding of how to improve internal 

control and willingness to act upon it.  Thus, obtaining the interaction hypothesized in H1 and 

H2 would be inconsistent with the predictions of CFR theory.  CFR theory also would predict 

that the intensity of CFR and affect will mediate the effects of managers’ actions and auditor 

communication on auditor assessments of manager understanding and willingness to act.   

Failure to find that intensity of CFR and affect act as mediators would be inconsistent with 

CFR theory. 
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CHAPTER 7 

METHOD 

Overview and Design 

Participants are asked to assume the role of an audit senior responsible for auditing 

internal controls at an audit client.  Participants are provided with a case in which the client 

changed the sales strategy from a prior year by introducing contracts with bundled services, 

which complicated revenue recognition and increased the potential of failure of a key control that 

ensured proper recognition of revenue under each sales contract.  Subsequently, auditors detected 

errors that indicated those control failures and concluded that there was a deficiency in operation 

of this key control (Appendix A, Panel A).  After learning this information, participants rate the 

understanding of how to improve controls and willingness to improve controls of the controller 

who was responsible for overseeing the effectiveness of internal control. 5 

The experiment employs a 2 x 2 between-participants design.  One manipulated variable 

is auditor communication (Appendix A, Panel B).  Participants assigned to the “auditor 

communication” conditions learn that during the prior year the audit manager communicated to 

the controller that, given that the change in sales strategy may have complex implications for 

revenue recognition, it is particularly important to ensure that accounting personnel continue to 

perform the existing key control: “Technical accounting personnel review revenue recognition of 

contracts for GAAP compliance.”  Participants are not told whether this communication was 

5 An argument could be made that manager’s willingness to act is not necessarily a construct that reflects manager 
competence.  For example, a manager could be unwilling to act because of the results of a cost-benefit analysis that 
directed the manager’s time and the company’s resources elsewhere (e.g., toward strengthening other controls).  
However, lack of willingness to prevent failure of a key control because of a cost-benefit analysis sends a negative 
signal about manager’s attitude toward ensuring that all key controls operate as designed, which reflects upon 
COSO’s (2013) definition of manager competence with respect to maintaining strong internal controls. 
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verbal or written.6  Participants assigned to the “no communication” conditions receive no 

information about auditor communication. 

The other manipulated variable is implementation of a new compensating control by the 

company’s controller (Appendix A, Panel C).  Participants assigned to the “implementation” 

conditions learn that the controller implemented a new compensating control under which, for all 

new contracts with bundled services, the controller personally verified within the billing system 

that the technical accounting specialists signed off electronically to indicate that they had 

performed the following key control: “Technical accounting personnel review revenue 

recognition of contracts for GAAP compliance.”  These participants are asked to assume that the 

compensating control was well designed to verify whether the technical accounting specialists 

reviewed revenue recognition of contracts for GAAP compliance, and that the audit team tested 

this new compensating control and found no exceptions in its operation.   However, these 

participants also are informed that the new compensating control did not assess the quality of the 

reviews performed by these specialists as part of the key control.  Participants assigned to the 

“no implementation” conditions learn that the company’s controller did not implement any new 

controls. 

Participants 

Participants are 108 auditors from two Big-Four accounting firms with an average of 3.37 

years of experience in public accounting (standard deviation 1.56) and 3.82 audits of internal 

controls (standard deviation 2.18), with 89 percent already designated as “Audit Seniors” (the 

6 Format of auditor communication may have a main effect on auditor assessments.  However, my focus is on the 
interaction of communication with manager action.  Future research could examine the effects of communication 
format. 
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level below Manager).7, 8  I selected this participant group because auditors at this experience 

level supervise engagements, interact with the client’s senior managers, and are in the position to 

evaluate the client managers’ competence and use this assessment to adjust the nature and extent 

of the audit work performed by their teams. 

Procedure 

The participants completed the task online (89 participants) or using a “paper and pencil” 

format (19 participants) at the time of their choosing.  Figure 4 provides a graphical description 

of the experimental procedure.  Participants first read a brief description of the client and the 

audit firm prior experience with that client.  Participants then read the description of changes 

from the prior year, which included the manipulations of auditor communication and manager 

action.  All participants then read about the error identified in substantive testing and the 

resulting control deficiency in operation of a key control.   

Following the description of the control deficiency, participants rate the manager’s 

understanding of which actions should be taken to improve internal control, given that he is 

aware of a potential control failure.   Participants made their assessments on a 101-point scale 

(0=very poor understanding and 100=excellent understanding).  Participants then rate the 

manager’s willingness to take actions that improve internal control, given that he is aware of a 

potential control failure.  Participants made their assessments on a 101-point scale (0=not at all 

willing to act and 100=very willing to act).  All participants also rate how seriously they thought 

about what the manager could have done differently (0=no serious thoughts and 100=thought 

7 In order to meet participant confidentiality requirements of the Big-Four firms, I asked participants to report their 
experience in public accounting by selecting relevant ranges of experience years (“0-2,” “3-5,” or “6+” years) and 
audits of internal controls (“0-2,” “3-5,” or “6+” audits).  For the purposes of reporting descriptive statistics, I 
assume that the range “0-2” has the average of 1 year or audit, “3-5” has the average of 4 years or audits, and “6+” 
has the average of 6.5 years or audits. 
8 Eighty-nine auditors were obtained from one firm and 19 were obtained from the second firm.  Firm does not 
interact significantly with any treatment variables and will not be discussed further. 
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very seriously), and how they felt towards the manager (-100=had very strong negative feelings 

and 100=had very strong positive feelings). 

Figure 4 
Experimental Procedure 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In order to provide data for manipulation checks, participants respond to questions 

assessing whether they thought that the auditor previously communicated to the client manager 

about the potential of failure and whether they thought that the client manager implemented a 

new compensating control.  Participants also provide data for within-participants analysis by 

indicating whether lower manager competence is indicated by an unsuccessful attempt to prevent 

the control failure or no attempt at all.  Participants first make the choice assuming that the 

auditor did not communicate about the potential of control failure to the manager and then 

assuming that the auditor communicated about this potential to the manager.  The study 

concludes with participants providing demographic information. 

Condition A:  
Description of  
- auditor communication 
- manager action 

Condition B:  
Description of  
- auditor communication 

 

Condition C:  
Description of  
- manager action 

Condition D:  
No additional information 

Description of  
- the error 
- the control deficiency in operation 

Assessment of manager’s 
- understanding of how to improve internal controls 
- willingness to act 

 
Debriefing and demographic questions 

Description of  
- the client 
- the audit  
- changes from prior year 
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CHAPTER 8 

RESULTS 

Manipulation Checks 

 Data from manipulation checks indicate that the case materials successfully manipulated 

manager action and auditor communication.  Eighty percent of the respondents in the 

“implementation” condition and 84 percent of the respondents in the “no implementation” 

condition correctly identified whether the controller implemented a new compensating control. 

Ninety-five percent of the respondents in the “communication” condition and 70 percent of the 

respondents in the “no communication” condition correctly identified whether the audit manager 

communicated to the client manager the potential of control failure.9   

Hypotheses Tests 

Assessments of Manager Understanding 

The descriptive statistics for auditors’ assessments of the manager’s understanding of 

how to improve controls are shown in Table 3, Panel A, and graphed in Figure 5.  H1 predicts an 

interaction in which auditors assess the manager’s understanding of how to improve controls as 

higher given the combination of no auditor communication and no manager action than in the 

other combinations of the auditor communication and manager action treatments (i.e., Figure 5 

cell D > cell A ~ cell B ~ cell C).  To test H1, I analyzed participants’ assessments of manager 

understanding in a two-way ANOVA with the assessed understanding measurement as the 

dependent variable and the factors “auditor communication” and “manager action” as the 

9 The percentage of correct answers to the manipulation check in the “no communication” condition is likely lower 
than the percentage in the “communication” condition because it is more difficult to identify an event that was 
absent from the case (i.e., auditor communication) than one that was present.  Excluding the participants who failed 
manipulation checks strengthens all results.  To be conservative I report results based on the responses of all 
participants. 
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independent variables.  Table 3, Panel B shows the ANOVA.  I perform a contrast test that 

assigns weights of “+3” for the no communication/no action condition and “-1” for each of the 

other three conditions (Buckless and Ravenscroft 1990). The analysis is shown in Table 3, Panel 

C.  The contrast is significant (t=1.72, p=0.044, one-tailed), supporting H1.10 

Table 3 
Descriptive Statistics, ANOVA, and Planned Contrasts for Assessment of 

Managers’ Understanding of How to Improve Internal Control 

Panel A: Descriptive Statistics for Assessment of Managers’ Understanding 
(Mean, (Standard Deviation), and [Median]) 

 
Manager Action  

(Implementing Compensating Control) 
Auditor Communication Yes No 

Yes 50.24 44.70 
  (17.33) (20.21) 
  [50.00] [42.50] 
  n = 25 n = 30 

No 45.73 54.33 
  (22.16) (17.50) 
  [40.00] [55.00] 
  n = 26 n = 27 

Panel B: ANOVA for Assessment of Managers’ Understanding 

Source Type III SS df MS F p-value 
Communication 176.42 1 176.42 0.47 0.496 
Action 63.02 1 63.02 0.17 0.684 
Communication × Action † 1,343.88 1 1,343.88 3.56 0.031** 
Error 39,295.98 104 377.85   

Panel C: Planned Contrasts for Assessment of Managers’ Understanding 

Contrasts t-statistic p-value 
H1: Auditor communication x manager action † 
[-1, -1, -1, +3] 

1.72 0.044** 

H1a: Manager action given no auditor communication † 
[0, 0, -1, +1] 
 

(continued on the next page) 

1.61 0.055* 

10 Table 3, Panel B, shows that the ANOVA interaction is significant (F=3.56, p=0.031, one-tailed). A two-way 
ANOVA on the rank-transformed assessed understanding measure yields very similar results. 
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H1b: Auditor communication given no manager action † 
[0, -1, 0, +1]  

1.87 0.032** 

†One-tailed equivalent test 
*, **Significant at 0.1 and 0.05 level, respectively 
 
This table provides descriptive statistics, ANOVA, and planned contrast tests for the effects of “auditor 
communication” and “manager action” on auditor’s assessments of whether the manager understands 
what actions to take to improve controls.  Panel A presents means, standard deviations, and medians.  
Auditors assessed manager understanding on a 101-point scale (0=very poor understanding and 
100=excellent understanding).  The experimental design is summarized in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 5 
Experimental Results – Assessment of Managers’ 

Understanding of How to Improve Internal Control (Means) 

 
This figure illustrates the effects of “auditor communication” and “manager action” on assessment 
of managers’ understanding of how to improve internal control.  The experimental design is 
summarized in Figure 4. 

 

H1a predicts a simple effect of manager action on assessed understanding given no 

auditor communication (i.e., Figure 5 cell D > cell C).  To test H1a, I perform a contrast test that 

assigns weights of “+1” for the no communication/no action condition and “-1” for the no 
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communication/action condition. The analysis is shown in Table 3, Panel C.  The contrast is 

significant (t=1.61, p=0.055, one-tailed), supporting H1a.11   

H1b predicts a simple effect of auditor communication on assessed understanding given 

no manager action (i.e., Figure 5 cell B < cell D).  To test H1b, I perform a contrast test that 

assigns weights of “+1” for the no communication/no action condition and “-1” for the 

communication/no action condition. The analysis is shown in Table 3, Panel C.  The contrast is 

significant (t=1.87, p=0.032, one-tailed), supporting H1b.12 

I did not predict a simple effect of manager action on assessed understanding given prior 

communication by the auditor (i.e., Figure 5, cell A ~ cell B).  Consistent with manager action 

providing less additional information about manager understanding in that setting I find an 

insignificant simple effect (t=1.05, p=0.295, two-tailed, untabulated). 

I did not predict a simple effect of auditor communication on assessed understanding 

given manager action (i.e., Figure 5 cell C ~ cell A).  Consistent with auditor communication 

providing less additional information about manager understanding in that setting, I find an 

insignificant simple effect (t=0.83, p=0.410, two-tailed, untabulated). 

Assessments of Manager Willingness to Act 

The descriptive statistics for auditors’ assessments of the manager’s willingness to act are 

shown in Table 4, Panel A, and graphed in Figure 6.   H2 predicts an interaction in which 

auditors assess the manager’s willingness to act to improve controls as lower given the 

combination of prior auditor communication and no manager action than in the other 

11 Further supporting H1a, the simple effect of action given no communication in a one-way ANOVA is significant 
(F=2.47, p=0.061, one-tailed, untabulated), and a one-way ANOVA on the rank-transformed assessed understanding 
measure yields very similar results. 
12 Further supporting H1b, the simple effect of communication given no action in a one-way ANOVA is significant 
(F=3.66, p=0.031, one-tailed, untabulated), and a one-way ANOVA on the rank-transformed assessed understanding 
measure yields very similar results. 
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combinations of the auditor communication and manager action treatments (i.e., Figure 2 cell B 

< cell A ~ cell C ~ cell D).  As with H1, I analyzed participants’ assessments of manager 

understanding in a two-way ANOVA with assessed willingness to act as the dependent variable 

and the factors “auditor communication” and “manager action” as the independent variables. The 

ANOVA is shown in Table 4, Panel B.  I perform a contrast test that assigns weights of “-3” for 

the communication/no action condition and “+1” for each of the other three conditions (Buckless 

and Ravenscroft 1990). The analysis is shown in Table 4, Panel C.  The contrast is significant 

(t=3.32, p=0.001, one-tailed), supporting H2.13 

Table 4 
Descriptive Statistics, ANOVA, and Planned Contrasts for Assessment of 

Managers’ Willingness to Act to Improve Internal Control 

Panel A: Descriptive Statistics for Assessment of Managers’ Willingness 
(Mean, (Standard Deviation), and [Median]) 

 
Manager Action  

(Implementing Compensating Control) 
Auditor Communication Yes No 

Yes 60.48 44.07 
  (21.18) (16.02) 
  [60.00] [40.00] 
  n = 25 n = 30 

No 55.88 56.56 
  (21.19) (17.71) 
  [55.00] [56.00] 
  n = 26 n = 27 

Panel B: ANOVA for Assessment of Managers’ Willingness 

Source Type III SS df MS F p-value 
Communication 418.64 1 418.64 1.16 0.284 
Action 1,665.12 1 1,665.12 4.61 0.034 
Communication × Action † 1,961.09 1 1,961.09 5.43 0.011** 
Error 37,589.43 104 361.44   

(continued on the next page) 

13 Table 4, Panel B, shows that the ANOVA interaction of the two independent variables is significant (F=5.43, 
p=0.011, one-tailed).  A two-way ANOVA on the rank-transformed assessed willingness measure yields very 
similar results. 
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Panel C: Planned Contrasts for Assessment of Managers’ Willingness 

Contrasts t-statistic p-value 
H2: Auditor communication x manager action † 
[+1, -3, +1, +1] 

3.32 0.001*** 

H2a: Manager action given auditor communication † 
[+1, -1, 0, 0] 

3.19 0.001*** 

H2b: Auditor communication given no manager action † 
[0, -1, 0, +1] 

2.48 0.008*** 

†One-tailed equivalent test 
***Significant at 0.01 level 
 
This table provides descriptive statistics, ANOVA, and planned contrast tests for the effects of “auditor 
communication” and “manager action” on auditor’s assessments of whether the manager was willing to 
act improve controls.  Panel A presents means, standard deviations, and medians.  Auditors assessed 
manager willingness on a 101-point scale (0=very poor willingness and 100=excellent willingness).  The 
experimental design is summarized in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 6 
Experimental Results – Assessment of Managers’ 

Willingness to Act to Improve Internal Control (Means) 

 
 This figure illustrates the effects of “auditor communication” and “manager action” on assessment  
 of managers’ willingness to act to improve internal control.  The experimental design is  
 summarized in Figure 2. 
 

H2a predicts a simple effect of manager action on assessed willingness given auditor 

communication (i.e., Figure 3 cell A > cell B).  To test H2a, I perform a contrast test that assigns 
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weights of “+1” for the communication/action condition and “-1” for the communication/no 

action condition.  The analysis is shown in Table 4, Panel C.  The contrast is significant (t=3.19, 

p=0.001, one-tailed), supporting H2a.14 

H2b predicts a simple effect of auditor communication on assessed willingness given 

manager action (i.e., Figure 3 cell B < cell D).  To test H2b, I perform a contrast test that assigns 

weights of “+1” for the no communication/no action condition and “-1” for the 

communication/action condition. The analysis is shown in Table 4, Panel C.  The contrast is 

significant (t=2.48, p=0.008, one-tailed), supporting H2b.15 

I did not predict a simple effect of manager action on assessed willingness given no prior 

communication by the auditor (i.e., Figure 3, cell C ~ cell D).  Consistent with manager action 

providing less additional information about manager willingness in that setting, I find an 

insignificant simple effect (t=0.13, p=0.898, two-tailed, untabulated). 

I did not predict a simple effect of auditor communication on assessed willingness given 

manager action (i.e., Figure 3 cell C ~ cell A).  Consistent with auditor communication 

providing less additional information about manager willingness in that setting, I find an 

insignificant simple effect (t=0.86, p=0.390, two-tailed, untabulated). 

Counterfactual Reasoning Theory 

My results are inconsistent with the predictions of the CFR theory, which suggests that 

auditor communication and manager action would lower assessed competence because they 

would lead to higher intensity of counterfactual thoughts, more negative affect toward the 

14 Further supporting H2a, the simple effect of action given communication in a one-way ANOVA is significant 
(F=10.69, p=0.001, one-tailed), and a one-way ANOVA on the rank-transformed assessed willingness measure 
yields very similar results. 
15 Further supporting H2b, the simple effect of communication given no action in a one-way ANOVA is significant 
(F=7.81, p=0.004, one-tailed), and a one-way ANOVA on the rank-transformed assessed willingness measure yields 
very similar results. 
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manager, and a lower assessment of competence.  Contrary to the predictions of the CFR theory, 

I find that the effect of manager action on assessed understanding (H1) and on assessed 

willingness (H2) depends on prior communication by the auditor.  In particular, given auditor 

communication manager action leads to higher assessed willingness (H2a), inconsistent with the 

CFR theory. 

In addition, inconsistent with the predictions of the CFR theory, measures of intensity of 

counterfactual thoughts and affect do not mediate the effects of auditor communication and 

manager action on assessed understanding or willingness. 16 More specifically, auditor 

communication is not associated with the intensity of counterfactual thoughts (F=0.68, p=0.413) 

or with affect (F=1.85, p=0.177).  Manager action is not associated with the intensity of 

counterfactual thoughts (F=0.15, p=0.702), and has a significant positive association with affect 

(F=3.20, p=0.077) that is contrary to the predictions of the CFR theory that the manager’s 

unsuccessful attempt to prevent the control failure would cause a greater negative affect. 

Analysis of Within-Participants’ Responses 

After participants made assessments of manager understanding and willingness, they 

were asked to consider all four experimental conditions and indicate whether manager action or 

absence of manager action indicates lower understanding and willingness of the manager.  

Participants were asked to make this selection assuming first that the auditor did not 

communicate to the client manager the potential for control failure and, second, that the auditor 

did communicate this to the client manager.  Participants were also able to select the “no 

difference” option.   

16 All mediation analyses were at 10% level in SPSS: a bootstrap test with 5,000 iterations and Sobel’s test, using 
the macro downloaded on 2/1/2013 from Andrew Hayes’ website (http://afhayes.com/spss-sas-and-mplus-macros-
and-code.html) and described at Preacher and Hayes (2008) and Zhao et al (2010). 
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 These within-participants results are shown in Table 5.  The results indicate that 

participants view lack of manager action as indicating a lower understanding (53 vs. 25 given 

communication and 62 vs. 22 absent communication) and lower willingness (85 vs. 10 given 

communication and 87 vs. 9 absent communication) than an (unsuccessful) action (p=0.000 for 

all comparisons).17 These results indicate that when a within-subjects presentation of the 

communication and action treatments clarifies the options that were available to managers, 

auditors believe the manager should have acted to improve controls, regardless of prior auditor 

communication.  When combined with the between-subjects results discussed earlier, these 

results highlight that auditors in the no-communication treatment do not spontaneously hold 

managers accountable for not acting, but will do so if auditor communication or other 

information suggest that managers should have acted. 

Table 5 
Descriptive Statistics – Within-Participants Comparisons of “Manager Action” and 
“No Manager Action” Scenarios When Auditor Communication is “Yes” vs. “No” 
(counts: “no manager action” scenario | “manager action” scenario | no difference)  

      Auditor Communication 
Which scenario suggests the 
following? Yes   No 
                
Poorer understanding of how to 
improve internal control  

53 | 25 | 27  62 | 22 | 23 

  
Lower willingness to act     

 
85 | 10 | 10 

  
87 | 9 | 10 

 
Greater foreseeability of the 
control failure     

 
9 | 52 | 43 

  
8 | 63 | 34 

 
           
This table provides descriptive statistics for the counts of auditors selecting the “manager action” scenario, 
“no manager action” scenario, or “no difference” option in deciding which of the scenarios suggests poorer 
managerial understanding of how to improve internal control, lower managerial willingness to act, and 
greater foreseeability of the control failure.  Failures to respond were not considered (<3% of auditors). 
    

  

17 I used nonparametric one-sample test in SPSS version 21 to assess whether the number of auditors selecting the 
“no manager action” scenario is greater than the number of auditors selecting the “manager action” scenario. 
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CHAPTER 9 

SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENT 

9.1 Background 

The results of my main experiment provide evidence that, given a control failure has 

occurred, auditors believe managers have less understanding of how to address control 

weaknesses when the manager attempted to prevent the failure than when the manager did not 

make an attempt.  Before learning about the internal control weakness, auditors believed 

managers had a high level of understanding.  This high prior belief is consistent with the 

background information given to auditors, and is apparent in their pre-test responses. 18  Because 

an unsuccessful manager action indicates that the manager lacked understanding, the auditor 

revises downward his high prior of manager understanding.  Manager inaction leaves it unclear 

whether the manager lacked understanding or was unwilling to act, so the auditor revises his 

prior less and maintains a high assessment of manager understanding.   

 In this follow-up experiment, I highlight the importance of the prior perception by 

varying that prior and examining its effect in a more general setting.  Participants evaluate a 

builder after being told about a defect in the house bought by another person.  As in my main 

experiment, I vary whether the evaluatee (the builder) previously took action in an attempt to 

prevent the defect.  Also, as in my main experiment, I hold constant that a negative outcome 

18 To confirm that the background information indicated a relatively competent client manager, ten former Big-Four 
auditors with average audit experience of 5.2 years indicated their perception of the client manager as follows.  After 
learning about the company and the client manager, participants read COSO’s definition of competence and 
answered the following question: “Based on the facts of the case so far and on your prior experience as an auditor, 
what level of competence do you expect from Mr. Rodinski as the Controller of EMM?  Please indicate your 
response on a scale of 0 to 100, where 0=’I expect Mr. Rodinski to be not at all competent’ and 100=’I expect Mr. 
Rodinski to be fully competent.’ ”  Auditors gave the manager a relatively high rating of 72, on average.  The 
following typical statements made by the participants to explain their ratings also suggest a relatively high initial 
perception of competence: “based on the historical lack of material weaknesses, I assess Mr. Rodinski possesses 
some level of competence” and “as controller and with 3 years of experience, I would anticipate Mr. Rodinski would 
… have a clear understanding of how the systems work.” 
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occurred (the house has a defect).  Unlike in my main experiment, I vary the evaluator’s prior 

perception of whether the evaluatee (the builder) understands how to avoid the problem.  I 

examine how the evaluator’s prior perception of the builder moderates the effect of whether the 

builder made an unsuccessful attempt to remedy a problem.  The theory I proposed in my main 

experiment suggests that the builder’s trying and failing should harm a strong reputation for 

competence more than a weak one, compared to not trying and still failing.  More specifically, I 

predict that action reduces the evaluator’s impression of the builder’s understanding to a greater 

extent given a more positive prior belief. 

 Alternative theories in psychology suggest outcomes that differ from this prediction.  

Story Model theory in psychology (Pennington and Hastie 1991, 1992) predicts that participants 

will reinterpret the action data consistent with the narratives they formed about the builder based 

on the prior.  For example, when the prior reputation for competence is high, failed or absent 

action may be reinterpreted as signaling the difficulty of successful action in this setting.  

Similarly, when the prior is low, failed or absent action may be interpreted as confirming low 

understanding.  Thus, the Story Model would predict the main effect of prior, but no effect of 

subsequent action.  Thus, finding an effect of action decreasing understanding or finding that 

such an effect would vary by prior would be inconsistent with this theory. 

As discussed previously, counterfactual reasoning theory (Gleicher et al 1990; Sherman 

and McConnell 1995; Kahneman and Miller 1986; Roese 1997) predicts that failed action will 

always be viewed worse than no action as failed action makes a successful action easier to 

imagine than if the action was absent.  Thus, finding an interaction where failed action has a 

greater effect when reputation is strong would be inconsistent with this theory, particularly if no 

effect of action is found when reputation is weak. 
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9.2 Method 

I test my hypotheses via an experiment with a 2x2 between-participants design, 

manipulating the evaluator’s perception of the builder’s understanding of how to build defect-

free houses (a friend working in construction reports excellent vs. below-average reputation of 

the builder, Appendix B, Panel A) and whether the builder made a reasonable (but unsuccessful) 

attempt to prevent the defect (yes/no, Appendix B, Panel B).  I measure my main DV as the 

change of opinion in participants’ assessments of the builder’s understanding from before to after 

they learn about the defect and the builder’s action/no action.  A more negative difference (after 

minus before) would indicate greater downward revision of the builder’s understanding of how 

to build defect-free houses.  I hold constant the information that a defect exists (Appendix B, 

Panel C) and that the builder had not received any advance communication about the potential 

defect.  In order to minimize the use of professional participants (Libby, Bloomfield, and Nelson 

2002), I use 163 mTurk workers in a simple task in a residential real estate setting.19 

9.3 Results 

Table 6 shows the primary descriptive statistics.  All hypotheses are supported at a 1% 

significance level, indicating the builder’s trying and failing harms a strong reputation for 

competence more than a weak one, compared to not trying and still failing.  The difference 

between assessment differences in “action” and “no action” conditions is more negative when 

the prior was high (difference of differences at high prior per Table 6 = 15.7) compared to when 

the prior was low (difference of differences at low prior per Table 6 = 0.7; p-value<0.01, one-

tailed, untabulated).  The builder’s unsuccessful action decreased opinion more when the prior 

19 Paolacci, Chandler, and Ipeirotis (2010) examined demographics of Amazon’s mTurk workers, collecting data on 
1,000 workers.  PCI report average age of 36 (with self-reported minimum of 18), higher education than the general 
population, and a higher percentage of females than males (64.85% are females).  PCI conclude that mTurk workers 
represent general population better than do college student participants. 
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was high (-31.9, Table 6) compared to when the prior was low (-1.90, Table 6; p-value<0.01, 

one-tailed, untabulated).  When the prior was high, builder’s unsuccessful action (-31.9, Table 6) 

decreased opinion more than no action (-16.2, Table 6; p-value<0.01, one-tailed, untabulated).  

When the prior was low, there was no effect of action (p-value=0.89, two-tailed, untabulated).  

Using only the post measure of understanding results in the highest assessment when the prior 

was high and the builder didn’t act, as predicted by the theory (p-value<0.01, one-tailed). 

Table 6 
Descriptive Statistics for Supplementary Experiment –  

Average Assessments of Builder’s Understanding 
      Builder Action 
Prior about the Builder’s 
Competence Yes   No 
       Before After   Change    Before After   Change 
 
Low  

    
   32.5      30.6      -1.9  

  
    37.0      35.7      -1.3 

  
High     

 
   89.7      57.9      -31.9 

  
    90.4      74.2      -16.2 

           

This table provides descriptive statistics for the effects of “prior perception of builder’s competence” and 
“builder action” on evaluator’s assessments of whether the builder understands how to build defect-free houses.  
Participants assessed builder understanding on a 101-point scale (0=very poor understanding and 100=excellent 
understanding).  Columns indicate assessments of builder understanding before learning about the defect and 
builder’s action, after learning about the defect and builder’s action, and the change in assessment from before 
to after. 

    
 

Additional analysis shows that action results in significantly higher counterfactual 

reasoning regardless of the prior (p<0.05) and the effect of action on CFR doesn’t vary by the 

prior – the interaction is not significant (p=0.63), consistent with the predictions of the 

counterfactual reasoning theory.  Similarly, action results in significantly higher blame 

regardless of the prior (p<0.01) and the effect of action on blame doesn’t vary by prior – the 

interaction is not significant (p=0.31).  Yet, as discussed above and inconsistent with the CFR 

and blame attribution theories, the interaction of action and prior on the change in opinion is 
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supported and there is no effect of action when the prior is low.  Thus, CFR and blame 

attribution theories do not explain the varying effect of action on the change of opinion based on 

the prior. 

This supplementary experiment highlights the role of the prior in evaluation of 

competence after a problem occurs.  An implication of my main experiment is that managers 

would be better off not acting to improve controls than acting and failing.  The supplementary 

experiment highlights that this implication depends on the auditors’ prior – a low prior 

diminishes the extent to which acting and failing is viewed as being worse than not acting. 
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CHAPTER 10 

DISCUSSION 

 I report the results of an experiment that provides evidence that auditors’ prior 

communication to managers about the potential for control failure affects how the presence or 

absence of manager action to prevent a failure influences auditor assessment of two key 

components of manager competence: understanding of how to improve internal control and 

willingness to act to improve internal control.  Based on the Culpable Control Model (CCM; 

Alicke 2000; Lagnado and Channon, 2008; Shaver 1985), I predict and find specific patterns for 

these interactions.  A supplemental experiment highlights the role of the prior perception in 

evaluation of competence after a problem occurs and indicates that the phenomenon identified in 

the main experiment is robust to other settings, such as residential real estate setting. 

With regards to auditor assessments of manager understanding, I predict and find that, 

absent prior communication, auditors view the manager who did not make an attempt to prevent 

the control failure as having a higher understanding of how to improve internal control than the 

manager who made an unsuccessful attempt.  With regards to auditor assessment of managerial 

willingness, I predict and find that, given prior communication, auditors view the manager who 

did not make an attempt to prevent the control failure as having lower willingness to act to 

improve internal control than the manager who made an unsuccessful attempt.  For both 

understanding and willingness, auditors penalize managers more for failing to act to improve 

controls when the auditor previously communicated the potential for control failure to the 

manager. 

These results indicate that in the absence of a failed attempt and prior communication, 

auditors required to maintain a questioning mind may give managers too much benefit of the 
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doubt, which would be inconsistent with the presumptive doubt view of professional skepticism 

adopted by Nelson (2009).  Absent prior auditor communication about control risks, an auditor 

could assess a manager as having a higher understanding following a control failure if the 

manager did not attempt to improve controls than if the manager made the attempt.  The auditor 

could also assess a manager as having a higher willingness to act than may be warranted.  Thus, 

auditor assessment of manager competence absent good auditor/manager communication might 

discourage managers from proactively improving controls.  Prior communication to the manager 

about the potential for control failure mitigates these effects.   

 These results are consistent with the predictions of CCM: auditors base their evaluations 

on reasonable inferences from prior communications to management and from management 

actions.  However, one limitation of my main experiment’s results is that they only examine a 

setting in which the auditor holds a favorable prior belief regarding management competence.  In 

the supplementary experiment I examine a more general setting where an evaluator rates the 

competence of a builder who missed a house defect, varying prior perception of builder’s 

competence (low vs. high) and whether the builder attempted to prevent the defect (yes vs. no).  I 

predict and find that a lower prior perception of competence makes the unsuccessful builder 

attempt be viewed less negatively compared to no attempt.  Thus, a less favorable prior belief of 

manager competence may prevent auditors from giving managers the benefit of the doubt when 

managers do not attempt to improve internal controls.  Thus, managers viewed as less competent 

may be more encouraged to act proactively to improve auditors’ assessments of their 

competence. 

My results are inconsistent with the predictions of CFR theory, which anticipates that 

auditor communication and manager action lower assessed competence because they lead to 
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higher intensity of counterfactual thoughts and more negative affect toward the manager.  Thus, 

my results provide some insight into the boundaries of the CFR theory.  When evaluations of 

competence can be made using reasonable inference, it appears that evaluators are likely to use 

this method over counterfactual reasoning.  

 From a practice perspective, the challenge is to make absence of manager action more 

obvious in the competence assessment process.  As suggested by my results, one way to do this 

in practice is for auditor to communicate the potential for a known problem to the manager, so it 

is clear that the manager should act to prevent the problem before it occurs.  Enhanced 

communication about potential control problems could reduce the auditor’s tendency to give the 

manager the benefit of the doubt contrary to professional skepticism and could encourage 

managers to proactively attempt to improve internal controls.  Though persistence of this 

mitigating effect needs to be examined further, insights provided by my results suggest that 

enhanced communication is a valuable tool that can be used by auditors to enhance professional 

skepticism on subsequent audits while providing valuable information to management relevant to 

the current audit.  While the AICPA explicitly allows auditors to communicate minor control 

issues to their clients, anecdotal evidence indicates that auditors are reluctant to do so.  

Regulators such as the PCAOB may consider finding ways to reduce auditors’ concerns about 

making such communications to client managers. 

The results of my study suggest additional directions for future research.  Studies could 

examine how assessed competence of managers affects auditor evaluation of internal control, 

professional skepticism, and other audit judgments.  Studies could also examine whether auditor 

tendency to give the benefit of the doubt to managers when relevant information is lacking 

applies to other settings such as audit of accounting estimates and going-concern judgments. 
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APPENDIX A 

Main Experiment – Instrument Components 

Panel A.  Control Deficiency 

 
 
Panel B.  Auditor Communication=”yes”20 

 

Panel C.  Manager Action =”yes”21 

 

20 When Auditor Communication=”No”, this information wasn’t presented. 
21 When Manager Action=”No”, only the first sentence from this excerpt was presented: “There were no other 
changes in EMM’s business.”  
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APPENDIX B 

Supplemental Experiment – Instrument Components 

Panel A.  Manipulation of Prior 
(Prior=”High”) 

 

(Prior=”Low”) 

 

Panel B.  Manipulation of Builder Action 
(Action=”Yes”) 

 

(Action=”No”) 

 

Panel C.  Defect 
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